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by staff geologist Ed Lane. This publication presents the geological history of Florida and its natural 
resources. As such, it is a timely report that will be useful to the general public, teachers, planners, and 

governmental officials who need to know the important aspects of Florida's geology.  

Respectfully, 

Walter Schmidt, Ph.D., P.G.  

State Geologist and Chief

Florida Geological Survey 
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This conversion table is for the convenience of readers who may prefer to use metric units instead of the 

English units given in this report.

BY 

25.4 

0.3048 

1.609 

3.785

TO OBTAIN 

millimeter (mm) 

meter (m) 

kilometer (km) 

liter (L)

gallon (gal) 

gallons per minute (gpm) 

gallons per minute (gpm) 

gallons per minute per foot

0.003785 

0.06308 

0.0022 

0.207

[(gal/min)/ft]

cubic feet per second (cfs) 

pound avoirdupois (Ib)

ton, short

449

0.4536 

0.9072

cubic meter (m 3 ) 

liters per second (L/s) 

cubic feet per second (cfs) 

liter per second per meter 

[(L/s)/m] 

gallons per minute (gpm)

kilogram (kg) 

megagram (Mg)

Chemical concentrations and water temperatures are given in metric units. Chemical concentration is given 
in milligrams per liter (mg/L) or micrograms per liter (ug/L). Milligrams per liter is a unit expressing the 
concentration of chemical constituents in solution as weight (milligrams) of solute per unit volume (liter) of 
water. One thousand micrograms per liter is equivalent to one milligram per liter. For concentrations less 

than 7,000 mg/L, the numerical value is; the same as for concentrations in parts per million.  

Water temperature is given in degrees Celsius (°C), which can be converted to degrees Fahrenheit (IF) by 
the following equation: 

OF = 1.8 (°C) + 32.  

Sea level: In this report, "sea level" refers to the National Geodetic Vertical Datum of 1929 (NGVD of 1929) 
-- a geodetic datum derived from a general adjustment of the first-order level nets of both the United States 

and Canada, formerly called "Mean Sea Level of 1929."
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Periarchus IvelU, an extinct echinoid (sand dollar), found in the Avon Park Formation (Eocene), xl.  

Drawn by Frank Rupert, FGS.  

FLORIDA'S GEOLOGICAL HISTORY 

and 

GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

COMPILED AND EDITED BY 

ED LANE P.G. 141 

INTRODUCTION 

This book is a synthesis of geological facts and the manner in which they have been used to reconstruct 
geological history of Florida. Basic geological concepts and techniques are presented in order to provide 
background information that is necessary for discussions of the topics. It is intended to be succinct, yet 
broad enough in scope to cover the important aspects of Florida geology. As such, it will be suitable as a 
teaching aid, and as a source book for those who wish to dig deeper into Florida's geological history.  

GEOLOGY means "the science of the Earth." Geology is the branch of natural science that studies the 
Earth, its rocks and minerals and the changes it has undergone or is undergoing. Some specialized fields of 
geological study include: hydrology (water resources), paleontology (fossils and ancient life), stratigraphy 
(the formation, composition, sequence and correlation of rocks), geomorphology (the form of the Earth's 
surface and changes that take place), petrology (history of rocks, their origins, changes, and decay), and 
engineering, mining, and petroleum geology.

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/GLY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM
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Words in bold type are defined in the gh(ssary at the end of the book.  

CHAPTER 1 

ROCKS and GEOLOGIC TIME 

ROCKS 

Ed Lane P.G. 141

Page 13 of 51

The Earth's crust is not uniform. Its surface and interior are made of an almost endless variety of rocks, 
each having its own distinctive characteristics, such as minerals, color, density, porosity, and hardness.  
Geologists classify rocks according to tl~eir origin.  

IGNEOUS ROCKS 

Igneous rocks (from the Latin word for "fire") are rocks that are formed deep within the Earth's molten 
interior. Sometimes they are forced out pf the Earth's interior through volcanoes and appear on the surface 
as lava. Examples of igneous rocks are granites, basalts, obsidian (volcanic glass), and pumice (the porous, 
bubble-filled lava that floats on water). Tlhere are no igneous rocks exposed at the surface in Florida, 
although-they have been found several t housand feet below the land surface in deep oil wells.  

METAMORPHIC ROCKS 

Metamorphic rocks (from the Greek words for "changed in form") are formed deep beneath the Earth's 
surface. Originally, they were igneous oti sedimentary. rocks that were transformed by the tremendous heat, 
pressure, and chemically active fluids to which they were subjected after burial in the Earth. Examples of 
metamorphic rocks are slate (metamorph~osed shale), marble (metamorphosed limestone), and quartzite 
(metamorphosed sandstone). There are no metamorphic rocks exposed at the surface in Florida, although 
some have been found in wells at depths of several thousand feet.  

SEDIMENTARY ROCKS 

Sedimentary rocks are those that were formed at the Earth's surface, either by accumulation and 
cementation of fragments of rocks, minerals, and organisms, or as precipitates from sea water, surface

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/GILY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM 10/14/2002



water or ground water. Debris from erosion and weathering commonly form sedimentary rocks. For 
example, a sandstone and a conglomerate are rocks that are the cemented counterparts of loose sand or 

loose gravel deposits, respectively. One group of sedimentary rocks found throughout Florida are 

limestones, which are predominantly derived from the calcium carbonate tests of marine organisms and 

algae. A common feature of these rocks which indicates their marine origin is the presence of fossils of 

marine organisms. Some limestones, called coquina, are composed almost entirely of shells of marine 

animals that became cemented together after the animals died. Many of the sand and clay deposits that 

cover Florida were transported and deposited into sea water by streams. Some were then reworked by 

coastal and marine processes, such as shoreline erosion and accretion.  

GEOLOGIC TIME 

and 

DATING TECHNIQUES 

The Earth is very old -- over four and a half billion years -- 4,500,000,000 years! This length of time is 
nearly impossible to comprehend in terms of human events or even lifetimes. How Earth scientists 
determine geologic time forms the basis for many of the key principles that have helped to explain the 
mysteries of our planet's and Florida's geologic histories.  

The secrets of Earth's age are hidden in its rocks. Interpretation of these secrets may be difficult because 

rocks can, and often do, vary greatly in age from place to place; and sometimes there are gaps in the rock

record, with layers missing.  

Geologic time is measured in two ways:: a relative time scale, based on the sequence of layering of rocks; 

and an absolute (or atomic) time scale, based on the rate of radioactive decay of certain elements in rocks.  

One fundamental principle of relative age dating is the Law of Superposition, which states that: in any 

sequence of sedimentary strata that has not been disturbed by folding or overturning since accumulation, 
the youngest stratum is at the top and the oldest is at the bottom. Relative age dating also is done by using 

a second basic principle of geological correlation, namely: that distinctive marker fossils are found only in 

rocks of certain ages. Chronologic correlation, as used by geologists, means the determination of the 
approximate equivalence in geologic age and stratigraphic position of two rock strata that occur in different 

areas of the world (Figure 1).  

CORRELATION OF ROCKS 

Paleontological studies of fossils around the world have shown that, throughout geological time, countless 

species of animals and plants have appeared, flourished for millions of years and, then, either died out 

(became extinct) or slowly changed (evolved) into significantly different plants or animals. In geological 

terms, this life-span of a distinctive species is its age range.  

Another aspect of studying fossils is the detemination of their geographic distribution; in other words,

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/GLY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM
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"Where in the world did they live?" As 
found to have had worldwide distributio 
This can best be illustrated by considerii 
physical characteristics of every plant oi 
environments. Oysters, for example, arE 
Therefore, if one found accumulations o 
assumed that the rock's constituents he 

These two principles have enabled geolc 
found. The actual age of the rocks, in t( 
be placed in a relative sequence -- some 
the basis of such relative age dating in I 
1800s ((Figure 2). Figure 3 is a geologiic 
or near the land surface. Also given on 1 
are derived from radioactivity studies, si

Page 15 of 51 
3 true with plants and animals today, some fossil species have been 
%, while others have only been found in restricted areas or regions.  
ig the relationship of any animal or plant to its environment. The 
animal requires that it live in certain, and often restricted, 
restricted to living on the bottom of bodies of brackish water.  

f fossil oyster shells in a stratum of rock, it could be reasonably 
d been deposited in a body of brackish water.  

igists to identify rocks of the same general age wherever they are 
rms of years, however, was not known. The rock units could only 
strata were either older or younger than other adjacent rocks. On 
urope, the standard geologic column was constructed during the 
map and a geologic column for Florida showing rocks that occur at 

he standard geologic column in Figure 2 are approximate ages that 
immarized in Figure 4.

CHAPTER 2 

EAIRTH'S MOVING PLATES 

EARTH'S MOVING PLATES

Ed Lane P.G. 141

How did Florida get where it is and in it
nature of Earth's crust. Earth's surface i 
continents move. Until a few decades a( 
However, evidence has been accumulati 
present shapes and arrangements of Ear 
spreading and continental drift led to oun 

The notion of continental drift is based c 
capable of moving. Plate tectonics theor 
capable of moving slowly (like rafts) on 1 

6a, and 6b)). Geologists have identified 
plates. The picture that has emerged fro 
by numerous linear spreading centers do 
ridges, such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge ar 
plate boundaries and have cracks (rifts) 
less continuously forced out from the rif
of creating new oceanic crust forces aclj 
spreading causes the continents to migrn 
mid-ocean ridges. For example, the nortt 
year, while the south Atlantic basin is gr 

What happens when all these plates moi 
collision in another. Plates come togethe 
margins, along faults, as does the San A

present shape? The answer to this question lies in the restless 
active and mobile: mountains rise -- sea floors are created -- and 

io such ideas bordered on science fiction, even to geologists.  
ig for the past 30 years that supports the basic theories of how 
h's continents came to be. These early theories of sea-floor 
current understanding of plate tectonics.  

n the fact that the so-called "solid" rocks that form the Earth are 
zes that large chunks (plates) of the Earth's colder, upper crust are 
op of deeper, hotter, and more fluid rocks in the mantle (Figure 5, 
.even large plates on the Earth's surface, with 11 or more smaller 
n recent discoveries in geology is a simple one: the Earth is girdled 
-ninated by a continuous 40,000-mile-long system of mid-ocean 
id the East Pacific Rise (Figure 5): These ridges form portions of the 
flong their crests. Lava from the Earth's upper mantle is more-or
s along the ridge crests, producing new (young) rock. This process 
Icent plates apart and is called sea-floor spreading. Sea-floor 
te or "drift." Rates of spreading vary from place to place along the 
Atlantic basin is growing wider by approximately one inch per 

:wing widerat the rate of about one and one-half inches per year.  

'e about over the Earth? Spreading in one place will create a 
Sin different ways. They may slide past each other along their 
rdreas Fault in California, which is part of the boundary between

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/G ',Y4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM 10/1 4/2002
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the North American and Pacific plates (F 
two plates grinding past each other, in s 
slide under another in a geologic proces! 
oceanic trench may be formed, such as 
created as the edge of the overriding ple 
plate is pushing up the Himalayas, whict 
of this trench and mountain building are 
the earthquake and volcanic activity taki 

a passive interior part of the North Amei
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gure 5). The many earthquakes of that region are the, result of the 
:me places at the rate of several inches per year. Or, one plate may 
called subduction, in which case two things may happen. A deep 

:he Aleutian Trench, Alaska (Figure 5). Mountain ranges may be 
te is lifted and buckled up, such as where the Indian continental 
Sare on the southern edge of the Eurasian plate. Accompanying all 
earthquakes and volcanic activity. Fortunately for Florida, most of 
;s place along the leading edges of the plates. Because Florida is on 
ican plate, it seldom feels any quakes and has no volcanoes.  

CHAPTER 3

FLORIDA'S GLOBAL WANDERING

THROUGH THE GEOLOGICAL ERAS

Jonathan D. Arthur P.G. 1149,

Paulette Bond P.G. 182, Ed Lane P.G. 141,

Frank R. Rupert P.G. 149, and

Rocks of Precambrian, Paleozoic and ME 
(Figure 7). These older, deeper rocks arc 
be termed basement rocks. In north-cen 
depths of 3,500 feet below the surface.  
from this region, reaching depths of moi 
over three miles in south Florida.  

Figure 7 is a generalized geologic map s 
Florida. Basement rocks of south Flori 
and Early Jurassic Periods. These bas, 

interlayered with Mesozoic sedimentary 
of metamorphic rock. Radiometric age 

the Early Cambrian Period, about 55C 
portions of the Florida panhandle. Uncle 

are sandstones, siltstones, and shal 
sedimentary rocks were determined 

mollusks. Not only do these fossils tel 
provide clues about the environment in 

ry

Thomas M. Scott P.G. 99 

LORIDA BASEMENT ROCKS 

sozoic age occur several thousand feet below the surface of Florida 
either igneous, metamorphic, or sedimentary and may collectively 

.ral Florida, these rocks have been penetrated by oil test wells at 
The distance to these basement rocks gradually increases away 
e than two miles below the surface in the western panhandle, and 

howing the distribution of basement rock-types in the subsurface of 
la are primarily basalts which were formed during the Late Triassic 
Ilts also occur in the subsurface of northern Florida where they are 
rocks. In central Florida, the basement is granite and minor amounts 
leterminatioris of these rocks indicate that they were formed during 
million years ago. Rocks very similar to these also occur beneath 

rlying most of northern peninsular Florida and the central panhandle 
Ls which are early to middle Paleozoic in age. The ages of these 
:y their fossil content, which included brachiopods, crinoids, and 
scientists about the age of the rock in which they occur, but also 

which they lived. These organisms lived in cold sea water along the 

argin of an ancient continent.
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PRECAMBRIAN, PALEOZOIC 

and 

MESOZOIC ERAS 

During the Late Precambrian, about 700 million years ago (mya), terrain that was to become Florida was 
part of an ancient supercontinent, whichi was composed of what is now North and South America, Africa, 
Europe, and other land masses. More than 600 mya, this supercontinent split apart -- most significantly 
North America from Africa. Later, in the iPaleozoic, the tectonic forces which had split the supercontinent 
continued to operate, driving the detached land masses to migrate together again in a collision which 
formed another supercontinent, called Pengea (Figures 8a and 8b). The tectonic cycle continued with 
Pangea rifting apart again (Figures 8c, 8d, Be), as had the first supercontinent, and during the next 200 
million years the Earth's plates migrated ito their present-day configuration.  

So where does Florida fit into this story,i especially if it was not part of the "North America" that existed 
during the early Paleozoic? At one time, scientists believed that the basement rocks of the southeastern 
United States, including Florida, were a subsurface extension of the igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary 
rocks that are exposed in the Appalachian Mountains. However, recent research indicates that the area that 
was to become what we know as Florida was a part of northwest Africa. In the last 25 years scientists 
have found distinct similarities between Florida basement rocks and subsurface rocks in northwest Africa.  
Certain Florida sandstones, siltstones, and shales as well as the fossils which they contain are very similar 
to the rock sequences and fossil assemblages which occur in northwest Africa. The igneous and 
metamorphic rocks of Florida are comparable in rock-type and age to those of northwest Africa. Also, when 
the continents are fit back together in order to envision the layout of Pangea (Figure 8b), the location of the 
various types of rock in the basement are better understood if they are considered to have been a part of 
Africa. The Florida basement seems to provide a missing piece of the African puzzle. Various magnetic 
properties within the Florida Paleozoic rocks also match better with those of Africa than those of North 
America. The Mesozoic suture -- the boundary between ancient Africa and North America which was 
formed when they collided to form Pangpa -- may be located in the subsurface of southern Georgia.  
Scientists do not know exactly where the suture zone between North America and the ancient Afro-South 
American plate is located, but attempts have been made to find it. Using information from deep wells in 
north Florida and southern Georgia, geologists think they may have found the ancient suture zone. Also, a 
1985 seismic survey abross southern Georgia indicated that the suture zone may be there. Although 
indirect in nature, this evidence supports the idea that Florida was once a part of Africa. If the boundary 
between ancient North America and Africa is now located north'of Florida, then the deep Paleozoic rocks of 
Florida represent a rifted-off portion of Africa.  

In every comparison of geologic information, the affinity with Africa becomes more apparent and the 
resemblance to Paleozoic North American rocks lessens. Because of the current theory that Florida was 
once a part of northwest Africa, geologists refer to the basement of Florida as an exotic terrain.  

The Atlantic Ocean basin began to form in the Late Triassic when Pangea began to split (Figure 8c). By mid
Jurassic time rifting was probably complete. To the east of proto-Florida a spreading center was creating

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/GLY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM
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new sea floor for the young Atlantic Oc( 
(Figures 6b). As the new sea floor sprea 

continental plate was forced away from

Page 18 of 51 

ýan; this spreading center is now called the Mid-Atlantic Ridge 
J outward to both sides of the ridge, the North American 
Africa (Figure 8c).

By the late Middle Jurassic the spreading center, which had begun earlier to pour out basaltic lava, 

-gradually shifted its position to the east. The lava flows cooled and hardened, forming new ocean floor or

oceanic crust.  

Near the margin between the newly-forn 
slowly form. At first this sinking (or subi 
cooled. As the crust continued to cool a 
The weight of this accumulating sedime 
gradual sinking was essential in the earl, 
Cretaceous.  

A carbonate platform is an area where g 
Carbonate sediments are continuing to E 
modern carbonate platforms, such as th 
Platform are limestones (calcium carbon 

(C0 3 )2 ).  

The calcium carbonate which makes up 
various organisms which live in marine E 
reefs (made of calcium carbonate) may I 
(algae) have the ability to secrete fragile 
calcium carbonate fall to the sea floor ai 
preserved as another type of limestone.  
construct calcium carbonate skeletons a 
carbonate-producing organisms must be 
must rerniain shallow, since some of the 

Minor amounts of anhydrite (calcium sul 

rocks of south Florida. Anhydrite forms 
seems to form when sea water flows in 
In that situation the sea water evaporat 
of anhydrite layers in the thick carbonat 
past the climate may have been hotter e

ied oceanic crust and the older continental crust, a basin began to 
*idence) occurred mainly because the basaltic crust shrank as it 
-id shrink, various types of sediment were carried into the basin.  
it also forced the crust beneath the basin to sink. This extremely 

development of the carbonate Florida Platform during the 

reat thicknesses of carbonate rock have accumulated in the past.  
ccumulate to the present day on the Florida Platform and on 
, Bahama Banks, east of Florida. Carbonate rocks on the Florida 
ite, CaCO3 ) and dolostones (calcium-magnesium carbonate, CaMg 

the rocks associated with carbonate platforms is produced by 
nvironments. When the tiny animals that live in coral reefs die, the 
)e preserved as one type of limestone. Some varieties of seaweed 
skeletons of calcium carbonate. When the algae die tiny crystals of 
id form carbonate mud, or lime-mud. This carbonate mud is 
These are only two examples of the sorts of organisms which 
s part of their life cycle. If a carbonate platform is to form, these 
able to grow prolifically. The water in which the organisms live 
iq require light to survive.  

fate, CaSO 4 ) occur in the thick section of Cretaceous carbonate 

.oday in very dry climates such as the Persian Gulf. Generally, it 
:o a shallow basin which is cut off from additional sources of water.  
is until eventually anhydrite is formed by precipitation. The 
, accumulations of south Florida suggests that at sometime in the 
nd much drier than it is now.

The Mesozoic Era, from about 250-milli n years ago to about 65-million years ago, is popularly known as 
"The Age of Dinosaurs" because they were the dominant forms of life for over 150-million years. Although 
dinosaur fossils occur in many places in the world, none have been found in Florida, and a look at Figures 2 
and 3 will help to explain why this is so Dinosaurs became extinct about 65-million years ago, and the 
oldest rocks that occur at or near the surface in Florida are Middle Eocene in age, about 45-million-years 
old, deposited some 20-million years after the dinosaurs became extinct. While it is possible that dinosaur 
fossils may exist in the Cretaceous rocks under Florida, the closest ones would be several thousand feet 
deep. Florida's oldest vertebrate fossil was recovered in 1955 during oil test drilling near Lake Okeechobee.  
A well core brought up a partial skeletonD of an aquatic turtle from a depth of 9,210 feet from rocks of Early 
Cretaceous age. The core hole just happ ened to be in position to penetrate the rocks where the fossil was 

embedded.

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/C LY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM 10/14/2002
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The Cenozoic Era in Florida is represented by sediments that were deposited during the last 65-million years 

of geologic time (Figure 9). Sea-level fluctuations throughout the Cenozoic played a major role in creating 

the present configuration of Florida, through the processes of sediment deposition and erosion. In general, 

the sea level during the early Cenozoic wvas significantly higher than the present level. Throughout the 

Cenozoic, sea level fluctuated consideraely along a broad general trend of falling sea level since the end of 

the Cretaceous (Figure 10). This general sea level trend has superimposed upon it many shorter duration 
fluctuations, both sea level rises and falls. The geologic record of Florida reveals unconformities where 

sediments are absent due to nondeposition or erosion in response to sea level fluctuations. Geologists 
believe that the Cenozoic sea levels in Florida have fluctuated from several hundred feet or more above the 

present level to more than several hundred feet below present sea level.  

The Cenozoic of Florida is represented by two groups of sediments: the Paleogene and the Neogene
Quaternary (Figure 9). Carbonate rocks predominate in the rock-record of the Paleogene in Florida while 
quartz sands, silts, and clays dominate the Neogene-Quaternary. The carbonate rocks are principally 
limestone and dolostone with varying b It generally minor percentages of evaporites. The evaporites present 

in the Cenozoic rocks are gypsum (CaS0 4 .nH 2O) and anhydrite. The evaporites are present as thin-to-thick 

beds and as pore fillings in the carbonate rocks comprising the lower portion of the Paleocene section. The 
evaporites formed in response to restriciled circulation of the sea water allowing evaporation to concentrate 

the minerals in solution. The minerals were then deposited along with the carbonate sediments.  

The Florida peninsula is the emergent pcortion of the wide, relatively flat geologic feature called the Florida 
Platform, which forms a rampart betwee n the deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico and the Atlantic Ocean 
(Figure 11). The Florida peninsula is located on the eastern side of the platform. The edge of the Florida 
Platform is arbitrarily defined to be whe e water depth is 300 feet. The edge of the platform lies over 100 
miles west of Tampa, while on the east side of Florida it lies only 3 or 4 miles off the coast from Miami to 
Palm Beach. Within relatively short distances from the edge of the platform water depths increase more 
sharply, eventually reaching "abyssal" depths of over 10,000 feet, creating what is known as the Florida 

Escarpment. Diving expeditions along the escarpment west of Tampa, with the deep submersible Alvin, 
found the escarpment there consisted of a gigantic limestone cliff that rose over 6,000 feet above the 
10,700-feet-deep Gulf floor. Based on evidence from oil exploratory work, it has been estimated that 

carbonate and evaporitic rocks may underlie south Florida at depths greater than 20,000 feet.  

During the Paleogene the Florida Platform was very much like the present-day Bahama Banks, with 
carbonate sediments forming over a large area. The carbonate sediments formed due to biological activity 
and, for the most part, are made up of whole or broken fossils. These fossils include foraminifera, bryozoa, 

mollusks, corals, and other forms of marine life.  

Very little siliciclastic material was able to reach the Florida Platform due to the presence of a marine 

current running through the Gulf Trough (Figure 12) which transported these sediments away from the 
platform. This current was similar to the Gulf Stream today. Another factor was that the Appalachian 
Mountains, the primary source for the siliciclastic sediments, had been eroding for millions of years through 
the Mesozoic and early Cenozoic. As the mountains were reduced by erosion, limited amounts of 

siliciclastics were produced and carried by streams and rivers to the ocean where currents carried the 

sediments away from the Florida Platform.  

In the mid-Cenozoic, late Paleogene, the Appalachians were uplifted and erosional rates increased greatly, 
providing a flood of siliciclastic sediments which eventually filled the Gulf Trough. With the filling of the 
trough, the siliciclastic sediments encroached upon the carbonate-depositing environments, replacing them 

with sands, silts, and clays (Figure 13). In northern Florida, the siliciclastic sediments appear very early in
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the Miocene while in southern Florida ca 
siliciclastic sediments spread southward 
vigorous coastal conditions on the Atlani 

The sediments deposited during the Neoj 
amounts of limestone, dolostone, and sh 
southwestern Florida, the Neogene carb( 
sediments. Deposits composed primarily 
very common in the Pliocene over much 

The beginning of the Neogene not only n 
phosphate deposition in Florida. The con 
but specific conditions are thought to be 
cold, nutrient-rich, phosphorus-laden wai 
allows the rapid development of large po 
organisms die and settle to the bottom, I 
sediments, and are buried. It is thought I 
phosphate mineral francolite. The subsec 
results from the reworking of the phospl 
and wave action.  

Sediments of the Miocene-Pliocene age I 
which occurs in economically important 
Hillsborough, and Hardee Counties in cer 
the phosphate mined in Florida is proces& 

The Neogene phosphates in Florida cont.  
francolite. The percentages of uranium p 
mineral. The uranium isotope U 2 3 8 is the 
As U 2 3 8 decays radioactively, radon (Rn' 
short-lived radioactive isotope, occurs as 
causing potential health problems. When 
the surface, the possibility of radon prob 

The early Cenozoic rocks of Florida are n 
(basins). These geologic features are knc 
shows these features. The later Cenozoii 
The oldest sediments exposed in the stae 
feature in west-central Florida. Other pro 
Brevard Platform, and the St. Johns Plat
Jacksonville Basin, the Gulf Trough, and 
the Gulf of Mexico Basin, lies west of th 
Basin and the Bahamas Basin.  

The Quaternary Period encompasses the 
made of two geologic epochs, the Pleisti 
Epoch (10,000 years ago to the present)
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*bonates continued to be deposited until at least mid-Miocene. The 
most rapidly along the east coast of Florida in response to the more 
ic coastline.  

jene are primarily quartz sands, silts, and clays with varying 
all. With the exception of the Pliocene Tamiami Formation in 
nates occur as thin beds and lenses disseminated in the siliciclastic 
of shells with subordinate amounts of sands and clays become 
of Florida.  

iarked a distinct change in sedimentation but also the initiation of 
Jitions leading to the deposition of marine phosphates are variable 
required. One of the most important factors is the upwelling of 
er from the deep ocean basins. The increased phosphorus supply 
pulations of marine organisms such as plankton. As these 
arge amounts of organic material accumulate, mix with the 
hat reactions within the sediments cause the formation of the 
uent development of economically significant phosphate deposits 
atic sediments and the concentration of the phosphate by current 

lawthorn Group contain large quantities of phosphate, some of 
,.oncentrations. Current mining operations can be seen in Polk, 
itral Florida, and in Hamilton County in northern Florida. Much of 
,ed to form various types of fertilizers.  

iin varying amounts of uranium incorporated in the mineral 
•esent range from hundredths to tenths of a percent of the total 
most abundant form of uranium present in Florida's phosphates.  
22) eventually forms as one part of the decay series. Radon, a 
a colorless, odorless gas which may accumulate in buildings, 

.ver the Hawthorn Group phosphatic sediments are present near 
ems exist (Figure 14).  

ot flat lying but form a series of highs (platforms) and lows 
wn as structures. Figure 1 5, a geologic structure map of Florida, 
- sediments are thinnest over the highs and thickest in the lows.  
e are exposed on the crest of the Ocala Platform, a major high 
minent highs include the Chattahoochee Anticline, Sanford High, 
orm. The lows include the Okeechobee Basin, Osceola Low, 
the Apalachicola Embayment. A major, actively subsiding basin, 

Florida Platform. To the east of the peninsula lie the Blake Plateau 

QUATERNARY PERIOD 

last 1.8-million years of geologic history. The Quaternary Period is 
icene Epoch (1.8 million to 10,000 years ago) and the Holocene 
(Figure 2). It was a time of worldwide glaciations, widely
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fluctuating sea levels, unique animal pop 
retreated from the land area of Florida. IN 
as well as the springs, lakes and rivers d 

The Pleistocene Epoch, also known as "' 
During each glaciation, huge ice sheets I 
northern United States. Sea water provi 
ice sheets enlarged, sea level dropped a, 
increased dramatically (Figure 16). Durin 
Mexico coastline was probably situated 

The fresh-water table in Florida was prol 
stands. The climate may have been sign 
and lakes were less abundant. Only the 
tolerant grasses would have flourished, 
savannas.  

The glaciations were interrupted by war 
considerably. As the climate warmed, th 
peninsula. At the peak interglacial stagei 
and peninsular Florida probably consistei 
positions in Florida during the glacial anc 

Many of Florida's modern topographic fE 
various Pleistocene sea level high stands 
formations of previous epochs, reshapini 
a wide area. At the same time, rivers an 
sediments into Florida from the coastal F 
the quartz sand covering the state today 
of this once-great mountain chain.  

The Pleistocene seas spread a blanket ol 
the irregular rock surface, forming a rela 
as the seas retreated, shore waves and 
and constructed sand ridges spanning It 
older geologic landforms and are today s 
Scarp, Trail Ridge, Brooksville Ridge, an( 
probably evolved largely from dissolutior 
well have functioned as Pleistocene lago 
Valley probably contained such a watery 
and the higher ridges of the central penii 

The karst nature of the Eocene, Oligocei 
influenced the development of Pleistocei 
water flowed through these limestones, 
some cases, the caverns collapsed, forrr 
collapse and lowering of the limestone b 
Western and Central Valleys of the centi 
relative to the surrounding highlands (Fi.  
depressions remain today as lakes dottir
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ulations, and the emergence of man. Seas alternately flooded and 
lost of the landforms characterizing Florida's modern topography, 
otting the state today formed during the Quaternary.  

Fhe Ice Age," was punctuated by at least four great glacial periods.  
ormed and spread southward out of Canada, covering much of the 
led the primary source of water for the expanding glaciers. As the 
; much as 400 feet below present level, and the land area of Florida 
g peak glacial periods when sea level was lowest, Florida's Gulf of 
;ome 100 miles west of its current position.  

)ably much lower than today during the Pleistocene sea level low 
ficantly drier as a result. Surface water features such as springs 
iardiest of trees, such as oaks, and varieties of ragweed and dry
jiving Pleistocene Florida the appearance of the modern African 

ner interglacial intervals, with Earth's climate warming 
a glaciers melted, raising sea level and flooding the Florida 
;, sea level stood at least 100 to 150 feet above the present level, 
I of islands. Figure 16 illustrates the probable Pleistocene shoreline 
interglacial periods.  

atures and surficial sediments were created or deposited during the 
Waves and currents in these ancient seas eroded the exposed 
the earlier landforms and redistributing the eroded sediments over 

I longshore currents transported tremendous quantities of 
lain surrounding the Appalachian Mountains to the north. Much of 

as well as the heavy mineral deposits, trace their origin to rocks 

sand over the limestones underlying Florida's Gulf coast, infilling 
:ively featureless sea bottom. During the sea-level high stands, and 
iear-shore currents eroded a series of relict, coast-parallel scarps 
a state. Many of these features are formed on or carved out of 
tranded many miles inland. Notable examples include the Cody 
I Lake Wales Ridge (Figure 17). Some of the lowland valleys 
and lowering of the underlying limestones, and these areas may 

ons or waterways bordering the emergent ridges. The Eastern 
/ay, situated between the relict Atlantic Coastal Ridge on the east 
isula.  

ie, and Miocene limestones comprising the foundation of Florida 
ie landforms. For millions of years, naturally acidic rain and ground 
dissolving a myriad of conduits and caverns out of the rock. In 
ing new sinkholes and modifying the existing landforms through 
adrock. In some areas large dissolution valleys formed, such as the 
'al peninsula, where dissolution processes lowered the valley floors 
ure 17). Many of the larger Pleistocene sinkholes and collapse 
g the Florida landscape.

The unique geograpic position of southe nmost Florida during the Pleistocene produced a terrain 
significantly different from the rest of th peninsula. Here, carbonate sediments predominate, and the sandy 
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ridges of the central peninsula are absent. South of approximately Palm Beach, the marine continental slope 
approaches the edge of the Florida peninsula. Most of the continental quartz sands, moving southward with 
the coastal currents during the Pleistocene, were funneled offshore and lost down the continental slope. As 
the glaciers melted and sea level rose, nutrient-rich water flooded the southern tip of Florida. Calcium 
carbonate, in the form of broken shell fragments and chemically-precipitated particles, was the main source 

of sediments.  

The area of modern-day Everglades was a shallow marine bank, similar to the present Bahama Banks.  
Carbonate sediment bars, some vegetated by mangrove trees, protected the eastern edge of the bank near 
Miami and to the south along the lower Florida Keys. Calcareous sediments and bryozoan reefs 
on the shallow bank under low wave energy conditions. These sediments compacted and eventually 
solidified to form the limestone that floors the Everglades today. Dissolution and cementation by rainwater 
and acidic organics has since produced the Everglade's jagged, craggy rock surface. As sea level climbed to 
its present level in the Late Pleistocene and throughout the Holocene, modern surface-water drainage 
patterns formed, ultimately providing water for the immense, southward-flowing "river of grass" which 
would become the Everglades.  

Florida Bay, stranded as dry land during glacial periods, was most likely a Pleistocene lagoon during high 
stands of sea level. It was protected from extensive wave activity on the south by a chain of the then-living 
coral reefs of the Florida Keys. Because of the protected, low-energy nature of the south Florida area during 
the high Pleistocene seas, relict wave-formed features such as bars, spits and beach ridges are rare.  

Near the southern rim of the Florida Platform's escarpment lies a fringeline of living and dead coral reefs 
(Figure 11). The dead coral reefs form the islands of the Florida Keys. The edge of the Florida Platform, 
marked by the 300-feet depth contour line, lies four-to-eight miles south of the Keys. Today, living coral 
reefs grow in the shallow waters seaward of the Keys. This environment is ideal for the growth of coral: a 
shallow-water shelf, subtropical latitude and the warm, nutrient-rich Gulf Stream nearby.  

The geological history of the Florida Keys began about 1.8 million years ago, when a shallow sea covered 
what is now south Florida. From that time to about 10,000 years ago, often called the Pleistocene "Ice 
Ages," world sea levels underwent many fluctuations of several hundred feet, both above and below 
present sea level, in response to the repeated growth and melting of the great glaciers. Colonies of coral 
became established in the shallow sea along the rim of the broad, flat Florida Platform. The subtropical 
climate allowed the corals to grow rapidly and in great abundance, forming reefs. As sea levels fluctuated, 
the corals maintained footholds along the edge of the platform; their reefs grew upward when sea level 
rose, and their colonies retreated to lower depths along the platform's rim when sea levels fell. During times 
of rising sea levels, dead reefs provided good foundations for new coral growth. In this manner, during 
successive phases of growth, the Key Largo Limestone accumulated from 75 to 200-feet thick in places.  
The Key Largo Limestone is a white-to-tan limestone that is primarily the skeletal remains of corals, with 
invertebrate shells, marine plant and algal debris and lime-sand. The last major drop in sea level exposed the 
ancient reefs, which are the present Keys. Exposures of the Key Largo Limestone can be seen in many 
places along the Keys: in canal cuts, at shorelines, and in construction spoil piles.  

During reef growth, carbonate sand banks periodically'accumulated behind the reef in environments similar 
to the Bahamas today. One such lime-sand bank covered the southwestern end of the coral reefs and, 
sea level last dropped, the exposed lime-Jsand or o6id bank formed the Lower Keys. This white-to-light tan, 
granular rock, the Miami Limestone, is composed of tiny, spherical o6liths, lime-sand and shells. O6liths 
may be up to 2 millimeters in diameter and are made of concentric layers of calcium carbonate deposited 
around a nucleus of sand, shell, or other foreign matter. Throughout the Lower Keys, the Miami Limestone 
lies on top of the coralline Key Largo Limestone, and varies from a few feet up to 35 feet in thickness. The 
northwest-southeast aligned channels between islands of the Lower Keys were cut in the broad, soft, o6lite 
bank by tidal currents. Then, as today, tihe tidal currents flowed rapidly into and out of the shallow bay 
behind the reefs, keeping the channels scoured clean.
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CHAPTER 4

GEOLOGY and MAN

Frank R. Rupert P.G. 149 and Kenneth M. Campbell P.G. 192

EARLY MAN AND HIS ENVIRONMENT

The Holocene Epoch began 10,000 yearn 
climbed intermittently toward its present 
encroaching sea shrank the state to its p 
the abundant resources. The first paleo.lI 
mainland between 10,000 and 12,000 y 
comes from Little Salt Spring in Sarasota 

dated at over 10,000 years old.  

Sea level then was as much as 100 feet 
than it is n 

During the paleo-lndian period (14,000 
followed, exploitation of the geologic res 
sinks as water sources and possible shel 
scrapers and other lithic tools. The next 
manufacture of fired clay pottery. The ei 
between 3,000 - 4,000 BP. The use of c 
sandstone scrapers has also been docurn 

Throughout much of the Neogene and PI 
18, Figure 19, Figure 20, and Figure 21) 
Florida to escape the cold and ice of the 
and Pleistocene deposits include mastodi 
lemmings, dire wolves, horses, tapirs, cE 
been a final refuge for many species as ( 
Animals such as the mastodon, mammol 

th the rising sea level during the Holocer 
Most of Florida's springs, lakes, and spri 
rate of sea level rise slowed about 3,50( 
that time the beaches, barrier islands, an 
complex geologic processes which shapE 
evolve as the sea shapes the coasts and 
rocks of future epochs.

ago during a slow warming of the Earth's climate. Sea level 
level from a glacial low about 8,000 years ago. As the 
•esent size, paleo-lndians spread throughout Florida, flourishing on 
idians probably migrated into the state from the continental 
-ars ago. The earliest documentation of man's presence in Florida 
County. Paleo-lndian skeletal remains from this site have been 

lower than at present, and the land area of Florida was much larger 

8,500 BP) and the Archaic period (8,500 - 3,000 BP) which 
0urces of Florida was probably limited to the use of caves and 
:er, and outcrops of chert for the production of projectile points, 
najor advancement in the utilization of geologic resources was the 
rliest examples of pottery appear at various places in the state 
lay or mud to seal vertical post-walled structures and the use of 

ented.  

-istocene, Florida was home to a diverse animal population (Figure 
Many unique and now-extinct species migrated into temperate 

huge glaciers to the north. Fossil remains found today in Neogene 
)ns, mammoths, black bears, giant sloths, capybaras, beavers, 
mels, glyptodonts, llamas and saber-toothed cats. Florida may have 
xtinction took its toll on the once-diverse animal populations.  

h, giant sloth, and saber-toothed cat disappeared forever.  

e came a corresponding rise in the state's ground-water table.  
-ig-fed river systems developed during the Holocene Epoch. The 

Syears ago when sea level was five feet below present level. By 

d spits characterizing Florida's modern coastline had evolved. The 
id Florida into its present form continue today. Florida continues to 
redistributes the sands and other sediments which are to be the

MODERN MAN 

ECONOMIC MINERALS 
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Florida is not generally thought of as a rn 
fuel minerals produced in 1990. Phospha 
produced; but clay, heavy minerals, magi 

have also been produced in recent years.  
production while fluorine and uranium arn 

shows the main areas of mineral product 

All mining in Florida is by open pit metho 
earthmoving equipment, dragline, or floai 
the pit depth, water table conditions, an( 
the base of the pit, or where conditions 
dry conditions. Where the pit cannot be 
mine below the water table. In limestone 
rock prior to mining.

Cement is produced by heating a finely E 
kiln, then pulverizing the clinker which is 

production is closely tied to construction

Clay is a general term for common mate 
property of plasticity when wet. Strictly 
minerals. Clay-sized particles are those v 
dimension. Clay minerals are composed 
others, the minerals kaolinite, smectite,.  
large number of possible clay-sized impu 
potassium, sodium, and other ions. Clay 
locations are they found with the proper 
Clays that are presently mined in Florida 
insecticides and as cat litter, and kaolin 

ingredients, and construction material.
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ining state, however, it ranked fifth nationally in total value of non
te rock, crushed stone, and cement are the major commodities 
iesium compounds, oil, natural gas, peat, and sand and gravel 

In addition, sulfur is produced as a byproduct of oil and gas 

produced as byproducts of phosphate production. Figure 22 

on.  

ds. The mineral commodity being mined is removed by 

ing dredge (Figures 23 and 24). The equipment used depends on 

I hardness of the material. Where the water table is located below 

llow dewatering a pit by pumping, mining can be conducted under 

;conomically dewatered, floating dredges or draglines are utilized to 

and dolomite quarries, blasting is often required to break up the 

Cement

round mixture of lime, silica, alumina, and iron oxide in a rotary 
formed. All of the raw materials can be found in Florida. Cement 
activity.

Clay

ials which have a very fine particle size and which exhibit the 
speaking, clay is both a size term and the name of a group of 
thich are less than 0.000154 inches (1/256 mm) in largest 

)f hydrous aluminum or magnesium silicates, which form, among 

Ilite, halloysite and palygorskite. These minerals combine with a 

rities including silica, iron oxides, carbonates, mica, feldspar, 

deposits are found in many parts of Florida, but only in certain 

mineralogy, purity, and volume necessary for commercial use.  

include fuller's earth that is used as a carrier to disperse 

3nd common clays for use as lightweight aggregrate, cement

Heavy Minerals

Heavy minerals are associated with essentially all of the quartz sands and clayey sands in Florida, but 

economically valuable concentrations are known to occur only in limited areas. The areas which are of
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economic importance are the Trail Ridge 
of the commercially valuable heavy-mine 
genetically associated with older, higher 
minerals (minerals having a specific gravi 
economic deposits. The titanium mineralh 
heavy-mineral fraction. Staurolite, zircon, 
and others make up the remainder of the 

Heavy minerals are mined by a floating s 
shown in Figure 23. The heavy minerals 
through a series of centrifugal, magnetic, 

The major use for the titanium-rich miner 
dioxide paint pigment and titanium alloys 
source of iron and alumina in cement pro 
refractories, ceramics, abrasives, zirconiL 
earth elements cerium, yttrium, lanthanu 
in petroleum refining, high temperature n 

Peat is formed when the rate of accumul 
such as estuaries, lagoons, and coastal r 
and river beds and surrounding marshes 
environments in which peat forms in Floi 

All peat presently mined in Florida is mar 
nurseries, and greenhouses. Extensive fa 
use of peat in Florida. Even though the p 
volume decreases due to biochemical ox 

Florida has led the nation in phosphate p 
production and approximately 25 percen 
sediments throughout much of peninsulla 
The primary mining area is the Central 1-l 
and Hardee Counties. The other area in i 
Northern Phosphate District lying in Ham 

Approximately 90 percent of the phosph 
is used in food preservatives, dyes, hard 
optical glass, photographic film, insectici 
ways.
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and Green Cove Springs deposits located in northeast Florida. All 
al deposits in Florida are inland from the present shoreline and are 
3hore lines, which were created during the Pleistocene. Heavy 
ty greater than 2.9) comprise approximately four percent of the 
, rutile, ilmenite, and leucoxene, make up about 45 percent of the 
kyanite, sillimanite, tourmaline, spinel, topaz, corundum, monazite 
heavy-mineral fraction.  

Jction dredge equipped with a cutter head, similar to the one 
are removed from the quartz sand by running the dredge's output 
and electrostatic separators.  

als (ilmenite, rutile, and leucoxene) is to make white titanium 
used in military and aerospace industries. Staurolite is utilized as a 

duction and as an abrasive. Zircon is utilized for foundry sands, 
ým metal and chemical manufacturing. Monazite is rich in the rare 
ni, and thorium. Major uses of rare earth minerals include catalysts 
ietal alloys and optical glass.  

Peat 

ation of dead plant material exceeds its decay. Water-logged sites 
iarshes, largely poorly drained areas such as the Everglades, lake 
ind swamps, and seasonally flooded depressions are common 
ida.  

keted for horticultural purposes, such as soil conditioner for lawns, 
rming in the Everglades is the major consumptive, non-extractive 
Bat is not mechanically removed from the site by farming, the peat 
dation, compaction, dessication, erosion, and fire.  

Phosphate 

"oduction for 95 years, providing about 80 percent of the U.S.  
: of the world production in recent years. Phosphate is found in 
r Florida, however, only two areas are currently economic to mine.  
[rida Phosphate District, located in Polk, Hillsborough, Manatee, 
vhich mining is occurring at the present time is that portion of the 
ilton and Columbia Counties.  

ate mined in Florida is used for agricultural fertilizers. The 
,ners for steel, gasoline and oil additives, toothpaste, plastics, 
des, soft drinks, fire fighting compounds, and in numerous other
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Two potential byproducts of phosphate r 
phosphate rock has been digested into pi 
supplies. Uranium oxide recovered from 1 

power plants.  

Quartz sand is one of Florida's most abui 
sand. Very few areas within the state do 
distances. Some construction sand is rnim 
mined from the ridges of the central peni 

the western panhandle and are associate 

Industrial sand accounts for less than 10 
or foundry sand or as abrasives. Constru 

roadbase material, and construction fill.  

Limestones and dolostones ranging in ag 
Florida. Limestone and dolostone are fou 
in the panhandle in Holmes, Jackson, an 
Pasco County and extending eastward tC 
from Manatee to Collier County; and in E 

into Dade County and the Keys.  

Mining methods vary depending on the r 
mining occurs in dry pits with soft rock 
loose. Where pits are flooded, draglines 
methods may be used in mining the sam 
to mining. After the rock is mined it ma' 

crushed and stockpiled on site.  

The major uses of crushed stone in Florii 

manufacturing, fertilizer and soil conditic
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roduction are fluorine and uranium. Both are separated after the 
iosphoric acid. Fluorine is used mostly to fluoridate public water 
he phosphoric acid is used to produce uranium fuel for nuclear 

Sand and Gravel 

idant natural resources. Almost all of Florida is blanketed by quartz 
not have deposits of sand located within reasonable hauling 

ied in the panhandle, but the majority of construction sand is 
nsula region. Commercial quantities of gravel are present only in 
d with river channel deposits.  

percent of the sand mined in Florida and is used primarily as glass 
-tion sand is utilized for concrete aggregate, asphalt mixtures, 

Crushed Stone 

a from late Middle Eocene to Pleistocene are presently mined in 
,id at or near the surface in several general areas within the state: 
I Washington Counties; along the west coast from Wakulla to 
Alachua, Marion, and Sumter Counties; along the southwest 
narrow band along the east coast from St. Johns County south 

osition of the water table and the hardness of the rock. The easiest 
:onditions, where bulldozers equipped with a claw can rip the rock 
ire utilized to remove the rock. Under certain conditions both 
, pit. As rock hardness increases, blasting becomes necessary prior 
be loaded directly for transport to a processing plant, or it may be 

ia are for roadbase material, concrete and asphalt, cement 
ners, and rip-rap for erosion control.

CHAPTER 5 

OIL and GAS

Jacqueline I1. Lloyd P.G. 74 and Ed Lane P.G. 141
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Petroleum (rock-oil, from the Latin petra = rock or stone, and oleum = oil) is widespread throughout the 

world. It may be a gas, liquid, semi-solid, solid, or in more than one of these states at a single place. Any 

petroleum is a complex chemical mixture of hydrocarbons, which are compounds composed mainly of 

hydrogen and carbon, with smaller amounts of nitrogen, oxygen, and sulfur as impurities.

Scientists think that petroleum formation 
animals flourished in and near the ocean! 
settled to the ocean bottoms where they 
this abundant organic matter was transfc 
decay, and bacterial processes, in a natu 
also were being transformed into consolii 
in which the oil was formed, are called s, 

Contrary to popular belief, oil does not oi 
pumped dry. Pool is a term that has spec 
produceable quantity of oil dispersed in r 

recoverable concentrations of oil and gas 

In order for oil and gas to be concentrate 
occur, in various forms. In south Florida 1 

the oil fields' reservoir rocks. The traps ih 

beds of anhydrite (evaporitic salts), faulti 

During the course of oil and gas formatic 
was displaced and gravity separated the 
but in reality the situation within a reser% 
in the pores of a reservoir, but the disco) 
industry -- and most of the world's enerC 
dissolved salt content may be higher thai 
under pressure. In some cases, excess g 
part of the rock that has in its pores qual 
contain only oil, or only gas, or only brini 
some is suspended in the brine. If a well 
gas, and brine out of the rock and into tt 
however, no matter how great the drivin 
capillary and molecular attraction betweE 
increase the yield of oil from reservoirs, 
the oil, but recovery usually is relatively 

good.  

There are two oil-producing areas in Flori 
western panhandle, with seven fields. T1 
Counties (Figure 26a). Florida's first oil f 
(Table 1). It has since produced over 18 
found to lie along the northwest-southea 
these fields are relatively small, productii 
Felda, and Sunoco Felda) in Hendry Coui 

South Florida fields produce oil from smi 
(Figure 26b), from between 11,500 and

began many millions of years ago, when lower forms of plants and 
, as they do today. When these organisms died, their remains 
gradually were deeply buried in mud and silt. Over eons of time, 
rmed into oil and natural gas by high temperatures and pressures, 
-al pressure cooker. At the same time, the enclosing sediments 
iated rocks, such as sandstone, shale, or limestone. These rocks, 

)urce rocks.  

-cur in underground, cistern-like "pools" that can be tapped and 
ial meaning in the oil industry; it refers to an economically 
)ck within the earth. Rock strata that contain economically 
are called reservoirs.  

d in porous reservoir rocks, natural traps, seals, or cap rocks must 
he oil traps are due to denser, less permeable rocks that overlie 
i the north Florida panhandle fields are due to very impermeable 
ng, and stratigraphic traps.  

n and accumulation in reservoirs, some of the original sea water 
gas, oil, and water into layers. Figure 25 illustrates this in principle, 
oir is much more complex. Oil is only a small fraction of the fluids 
,ery and recovery of this small fraction is the basis of the oil 
y. Most of the contained fluid is salt water, or brine, since its 
i in sea water. Almost all crude oil has some gas dissolved in it 
is forms a "gas-cap" above the oil zone. Figure 25 shows a small 
itities of oil, gas, and brine, all under pressure. Some pores may 
;, or mixtures of all. Some of the oil is coated on the rock, while 
were to penetrate this zone, the pressure would try to drive the oil, 

e well. Not all of the gas and liquids would be driven out, 
3 pressure. Much of the oil would still remain in the rock due to 
n the rock and oil. Several techniques have been devised to 
;uch as water, steam, or gas injection, and even igniting some of 
ow; a recovery of 30 to 40 percent of the in-place oil is considered 

da. One is in south Florida, with 14 fields, and the other is in the 
le south Florida fields are located in Lee, Hendry, Collier, and Dade 

eld, the Sunniland field, in Collier County, was discovered in 1943 
million barrels of oil. Subsequently, 13 more field discoveries were 
st trend through Lee, Hendry, Collier, and Dade Counties. Although 

)n is significant. Together, the three Felda fields (West Felda, Mid

ity have produced over 54 million barrels of oil (Table 1).  

11 "patch reefs" within the Lower Cretaceous Sunniland Formation 
12,000 feet below land surface (Table 1). The strata of rock from
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which oil and gas can be produced to a 

30-feet thick.  

The depositional environment during the 
very slowly subsiding sea bottom. The ti 
regressions of the sea over the land, whi 
formations shown on Figure 26b. The SL 
of marine animals and debris on the sea 
were rudistids, oyster-like mollusks that 
and were widely distributed in clear, sha 
patch reefs, or mounds, included calcare 

Foraminifera, usually quite small, are sin.  
incalculable numbers in the seas, their te 
on the ocean bottom. Pellets and other c 
the rudistids, other marine life and debris 
Porosity within the limestones was enhai 

limestone to dolostone, which resulted ir 

The porous limestones and dolostones gi 
limestones form a barrier to oil migration 
that the dense mudstones are probably t 
therefore, appears to include its own oil 
provided by the evaporites of the overlyi 

Production in the western panhandle beE 
Table 1). Jay is the largest oil field disco 
Slope of the giant Prudhoe Bay field in 1 
the western panhandle of Florida (Figure 
feet below land surface and vary in thick 

North Florida has dominated Florida oil p 
account for 83 percent of the state's cui 
responsible for 71 percent of the state's 

Jay field is located within the "Jay trend 
County, Alabama. The Jay trend fields p 
Norphlet Sandstone sands. In Florida, thi 
Blackjack Creek. The Jay trend fields in 
which rims the Gulf Coast and is believe 

The other panhandle oil fields are Bluff S 
field probably formed as the result of a 
(Figure 27b). McLellan and Sweetwater 
stratigraphic pinchout of the Smackover 

Production for all of the panhandle oil fiE 
and limestones. Mt. Carmel field produci 
Norphlet Sandstone (Figure 27b). Althou 
Smackover, in the western panhandle pr 
limestones. The underlying Norphlet San 
by the Louann Salt. The Smackover Forr 
Formation. The Buckner is composed of
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jell is called a pay zone. Sunniland pay zones vary from about 5 to 

Lower Cretaceous in south Florida was one of a shallow sea with a 
ne interval was characterized by numerous transgressions and 
,h created the carbonate-evaporite sequence of geologic 
nniland "reefs" are not true patch reefs but were localized mounds 
:loor. The primary mound-builders found in the Sunniland limestone 
,xisted only during the Cretaceous. They lived in great profusion 
low Cretaceous seas. Other marine life found in the Sunniland 
)us algae, seaweed, foraminifera, and gastropods, such as snails.  

le-celled animals with external skeletons or tests. Because of their 
sts and remains can represent significant amounts of organic debris 
rganic debris also accumulated in these mounds. The remains of 
were deposited on the sea floor, forming porous limestones.  

iced over succeeding eons by the gradual transformation of 
good reservoir rocks to hold the oil.  

ade laterally into non-porous, chalky lime mudstones. These dense 
Sthus trapping the oil in the more porous rocks. Research indicates 
ie source rocks for the Sunniland oil. The Sunniland Formation, 
-ource rocks and some of its own seals. Additional seals are 
ig Lake Trafford Formation.  

an with the discovery of Jay field in June 1970 (Figure 27a, and 
iered in North America since the discovery on the Alaskan North 
368. Since then, an additional six oil fields have been discovered in 
27a). These fields' pay zones are from about 14,500 to 16,800 
ness from about 5 to 259 feet.  

'oduction since the discovery of Jay field. North Florida oil fields 
nulative production through January 1988. Jay field alone is 
cumulative production.  

"of Escambia and Santa Rosa Counties in Florida, and Escambia 
roduce oil from Jurassic-age Smackover Formation carbonates and 
- Jay fields include Jay, Mt. Carmel, Coldwater Creek, and 
"lorida and Alabama are associated with a normal fault complex 
J to extend to the south-southwest into the Gulf of Mexico.  

prings, McLellan, Sweetwater Creek, and McDavid. Bluff Springs 
tructure created by movement of the underlying Louann Salt 
:reek are probably associated with small salt structures or with the 
Formation.  

Ids, except Mt. Carmel, is from Jurassic-age Smackover dolostones 
;s from both the Smackover and the underlying Jurassic-age 
gh a mixture of carbonates and clastics can be found within the 
•ducing area, it is almost purely a sequence of dolostones and 
dstone is primarily an arkosic sandstone. The Norphlet is underlain 
ration is overlain by the Buckner Member of the Haynesville 
anhydrite, and other evaporites, and forms the seal to some of the
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Smackover producing zones.  

Figure 28 shows the historical trend of o 
curves indicate that production of both c 
since. This trend will continue unless sig
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il and gas production from Florida fields. The bell-shapes of the 
ommodities peaked in 1979, and it has been declining sharply 
Aificant discoveries are made in the future.

Table 1. Florida oil field discovery well data (Tootle 1992, in Lloyd 1993).

OIL 
PRODUCTION 

THROUGH 
APPROX. 1991, 

DEPTH BELOW 

SURFACE NAME OF x 1,000 
PRODUCING BARRELS 

FORMATION 

DISCOVERY FIELD COI NTY 

DATE 

9-26-43 Sunnilan Jn Collie Sunniland 1n45 

2-1-54 1 -ile Bend ::Zi~ ]11,55 Sunniland 1 W ] 
7-22-64 J Sunoco Felda [ He dry48 I[ Sunniland J11,584 
8-2-66 West Felda [ Heidr 11,675 Sunnitand 41,959 

3-30-69 ~f Lake Trafford CIir11,987 Sunniland iiiiii278] 
6-15-70 I[ Jay I[n]:ft os 15,984 II Sunniland 372,072 

12-19-71 Mt. Carmel S Rosa 1 15,399 Smackover & 4,706 

Norphlet 

2-14-72 Blackjack Creek Santi ýIJI 6,235 11 Smackover 15,91 

12-5-72 Bear Island iC ICijr 11,817 Sunniland 10,905 

11-14-73 j Seminole h Hodr II 11,651 II Sunniland 85 

7-30-74 [ Lehigh Park 1I L1e 11,630 H Sunniland Jf 5,272 

4-22-77 Sweetwaterr Santr 'osa 14,611 Smackover 14 
: , T mcovr1
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8-11-77 Baxter Island Collier 11,823 Sunniland 2

10-13-77 I Mid-Felda Hedry 11,686 Sunniland 1,365 

6-20-78 Raccoon Point I :I0lier J 11,658 Sunniland 5,567 

9-28-78 II Pepper Hammock IL I,897ier I I i,,i I Sunniland IF 0 

6-27-82 II Townsend Canal J 1dy462 DI Sunniland 472 

S3-25-82 Bluff Springs IF Esmbia I 16800 S mackover 1 242] 

11-10-85 Corkscrew IF Clier 1,565 Sunniland II3o 
F.2-19-86 McLellan IF Rosa I 14,475 Smackover 241 

[6-4-88 jColdwater IFCniRs I F 15,400____ I Smackover 1::7 

S6-14-88 Mcai d 7 [________ F Es: mia I 16,800 j1 Smackover 15 

_______ f ___________][ ___ Jf________ TOTAL 529,517

CHAPTER 6 

NATER RESOURCES 

Kenneth M. Campbell P.G. 192 and Ed Lane P.G. 141 

The continuous movement of water in all its phases on the Earth's surface is called the hydrologic cycle 
(Figure 29). The hydrologic cycle begins with the evaporation of sea water by the sun. Evaporated water is 

transported through the atmosphere by convective currents. Condensation of water vapor forms clouds, 
which produce precipitation as rain, snowy, or hail. Once precipitation reaches the land surface it takes one 

of two paths depending on terrain slope, soil permeability (or lack of permeability), soil moisture content, 
and vegetation cover. Steep slopes, low permeability and soil saturation increases the quantity of water 
which runs off into lakes, streams and rivers. Conversely, shallow slopes, permeable surficial and near

surface materials and vegetative cover in~crease the quantity of water which infiltrates into the surficial 
material. Some of the precipitation returns to the atmosphere because of evaporation from land and open 

bodies of water, such as lakes and streams, and by transpiration of plants. Some of the water which 
infiltrates into the ground flows to lower levels into streams and lakes. Some of the ground water recharges 

the regional aquifer system. Depending €n local geologic conditions and the relative levels of the water, 
water in lakes and streams may either r charge the aquifer or the aquifer may discharge into the lakes and 

streams as springs. Eventually the watel is returned to the ocean.  

The majority of the potable water used i Florida is obtained from subsurface rock units called aquifers 

(Figure 30). An aquifer must be both poious and permeable (i.e., contain interconnected pores), so that

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/GLY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM
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water may move freely within and through it.

The Cenozoic sediments in Florida form 1 
majority of the state's water supplies. Tt 
Floridan aquifer system, which is one of 
permeable rocks separated by low perme 
aquifer occurs where the evaporite minei 
Neogene siliciclastic sediments form the 
cap. Where these sediments are present, 
as an artesian aquifer. In areas where thi 

In southern Florida, an extremely permea 
system. This zone, called the "Boulder Zi 
rocks by ground water. Cavities formed I 
water to flow easily through this zone. T 
this unit. When drilling operations encoul 
the cavities, fall to the cavities' floors an 
to bounce around, impeding drilling. This 
subsurface disposal of waste water.  

The intermediate aquifer system or interr 
separated from the Floridan aquifer systE 
the exchange of water between the two 
interbedded carbonate and clastic rocks, 
Water within this system is under confin 
intermediate confining unit) is the same

he several ground-water aquifer systems that provide the vast 
e Paleogene carbonate rocks, for the most part, make up the 
the world's most productive aquifers. A variable series of highly 

ability rocks comprise the Floridan aquifer system. The base of the 
als fill the pores in the Paleocene to Early Eocene rocks. The early 
top of the aquifer system by providing a relatively impermeable 
the Floridan aquifer system is under confined conditions and acts 

overlying confining beds are absent, the system is unconfined.  

ble and porous zone occurs in the lower part of the Floridan aquifer 
)ne," is thought to be the result of dissolution of the carbonate 
)y the dissolution are interconnected allowing vast amounts of 
re term "Boulder Zone" arises from the drilling characteristics of 
iter this zone, pieces of rock (boulders) break from the ceilings of 
d, when the drill bit encounters them on the bottom, cause the bit 
zone contains highly saline water and is often used for the 

iediate confining unit, where they occur, lie above and are 
m by beds having lower permeability, such as clay, which retard 
units. Often the intermediate aquifer system consists of 
some of which are permeable enough to provide water to wells.  
ýd conditions. The base of the intermediate aquifer system (or 
is the top of the Floridan aquifer system (Figure 30).

The surficial aquifer system is at or near land surface and is generally composed of loose sediments, such 
as sand or gravel. The surficial aquifer system contains the water table, and water is generally unconfined.

Potable water sources are a vitally impor 
to the shallow and unconfined nature of 
deeper depths are vulnerable due to rech 
and from sinkholes which breach confini

tant natural resource and are extremely vulnerable to pollution due 
many of the aquifers in the state. Even the confined aquifers at 
arge from point source situations, such as poorly constructed wells 
ig layers.  

CHAPTER 7

0"EOLOGIC HAZARDS

Ed Lane P.G. 141 and Kenneth M. Campbell P.G. 192

Much of Florida is karst terrain. Karst tel 
dissolution of the underlying carbonate r 
the usual surface drainage systems that 
characterized by sinkholes, springs, cavw 
genesis of karst involves the developmei

KARST TERRAIN 

rain is the generic term for landforms that have been shaped by 
)cks. Karst terrains have drainage systems distinctly different from 
have connected streams, rivers, and lakes. Karst drainage is 
s, disappearing streams, and underground drainage channels. The 
it of underground drainage systems. Karst processes tend to be
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secretive and imperceptible because mosi 
results of these persistent processes will 
sediments to form swales, the formation 
after a heavy rain or some other karst phi 
31 ato to 31d illustrate the evolution of k, 

Chemical weathering is the predominant 
limestone removes rock-mass through sol 
dioxide and nitrogen gases dissolve in it, 
with decaying organic matter in the soil, 
reaction takes place that dissolves some 
extent, but limestone is especially suscep 
be fractured, jointed, laminated, and havE 
standpoint of percolating ground water, a 
limestone are avenues of attack that, givi 
time, conduits will permeate the rock tha 

During the chemical process of dissolving 
The water containing the dissolved miner 
stream bed, the ocean, or a well.  

Removal of the rock, with the continuing 
collapse of overlying rocks or sediments, 
debris or water covers the entrance to su 
cavities will form swales at the surface, I 
of dissolution of limestone and subsequei 
terrain.  

At some point in this process of dissoluti 
begin to be transformed into a dry or disi 
will create more swales and sinkholes, w 
drainage. Eventually, all of the surface dr 
that flow only during floods, or disappear 
beds) and reappear at distant points to fli 

Inherent in the formation of karst terrain 
the very localized lowering at a sinkhole.  
cumulative effects of thousands of indivi 
carbonate rock by dissolution.  

Flood prone areas in Florida are associatE 
and lakes. Coastal areas, including the bi 
Florida are subject to flooding. Severe filc 
hurricanes or "northeasters" approach th 
storm and piled up against the shoreline.  
produce waves several feet above norma
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development occurs underground over long periods of time. The 
)e manifested, sooner or later, in the subsidence of surficial 
)f a new sinkhole, a sudden influx of muddy water in a water-well 
ýnomenon that may disturb or disrupt man's activities. Figures 
rst terrain, as described below.  

trosive process that forms karst terrain. Chemical weathering of 
ution activity. As rain falls through the atmosphere, some carbon 
Forming a weak acidic solution. When the water comes in contact 
t becomes more acidic. Upon contact with limestone, a chemical 
)f the rock. All rocks and minerals are soluble in water to some 
tible to dissolution by acidic water. Limestones, by nature, tend to 
units of differing texture, all characteristics which, from the 

re potential zones of weakness. These zones of weakness in the 
mn time, the acidic waters will enlarge and extend. Given geologic 
allow water to flow relatively unimpeded for long distances.  

the limestone, the water takes into solution some of the minerals.  
als moves to some point of discharge, which may be a spring, a 

formation or enlargement of cavities, can ultimately lead to the 
sometimes revealing the cavity in the rock. More often, though, 
bterranean drainage. Partial subsidence of the overburden into 
iroducing undulating topography. By this slow, persistent process 
it collapse of overburden, the land is worn down to form a karst 

)n of underground rocks, a normal surface drainage system will 
ppearing stream system. Continuing dissolution of the limestone 
iich will divert more of the surface water into the underground 
iinage may be diverted underground, leaving dry stream channels 
ing streams that flow down swallow holes (sinkholes in stream 
)w as springs or resurgent streams.  

s the lowering of land surface on a regional scale, in contrast to 
Regional lowering of the land surface takes place through the 
Jual, localized events and through the continual removal of 

FLOODING 

d primarily with either low-lying coastal areas or with inland rivers 
irrier islands and estuarine areas which are so highly developed in 
oding problems can result from the storm surge developed as 
• shoreline. Storm surge is created as water is pushed ahead of the 
Normal tidal action is added to the storm surge, which can
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Away from the coastline, flooding is assi 
and poorly drained areas such as the EvE 
can be avoided by simply not building on 
can result in flooding because the water 
subjected to major drainage enhancing p 
drainage ditching and storm water impoi 

environment may suffer.  

The presence of unstable or plastic geolc 
construction projects. Organic materials, 
support structures. Some clays shrink ar 
foundations to the point of failure. ThesE 
roadbeds or foundations. #
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)ciated with river and stream floodplains, lake margins, low-lying, 
rglades. The majority of stream or river-related flooding problems 
floodplains. Heavy rainfall events in flat lying, poorly-drained areas 

drains off at such a slow rate. Extensive areas of Florida have been 
-ojects. Typically these projects include river channelization, 
ndments. These projects often provide flood relief but the 

UNSTABLE SOILS 

gic materials in the near-surface can create foundation problems in 
such as peat or muck deposits, do not have the strength to 
d swell upon drying or wetting, which can stress buildings' 
materials must generally be removed or addressed in the design of

Figures 32and 33 show a landslide that lowed into a nearby stream channel. Heavy local rains weakened 
and lubricated the unconsolidated sedimqnts of the hillside causing sudden failure.

Historically, Florida has had very little ea 
have been felt at St. Augustine on Octol 
throughout Florida (Table 2). The strongi 
were associated with the great earthqua 
miles northeast of Jacksonville. Tremors 
rang in St. Augustine, severe shocks we 
Jacksonville felt more aftershocks from 1 

Two geological events cause earthquake 

and no documented acti 

There has been recent evidence that son 
by cold air masses associated with front 
southwest. Some of these weather systi 
to temperature differences, creating, in ( 
circumstantial evidence that sonic boom 

"focused onshore" through such temper 

Florida is classified as a stable geologica 
largest expected distant earthquake, son 
broken windows or glassware. Severe A• 
tremendously greater threats to Florida t

EARTHQUAKES 

"thquake activity since the earliest recorded tremor, reported to 
ýer 29, 1727. Since then, about 30 tremors have been reported 
;st tremors that have been felt over the widest areas of the state 
(e of August 31, 1886, in Charleston, South Carolina, about 180 
from this earthquake were felt all over north Florida; church bells 
"e felt along the east coast, and tremors were felt in Tampa.  
hat quake during September and November 1886.  

s: active faults and volcanic eruptions. Florida has no volcanoes 

te very localized rumblings or "earth tremors" are, in fact, caused 
a[ weather systems that have high altitude winds from the 
-ms are known to have layers of air which have been stratified due 
.ffect "tunnels" of air of differing densities. In addition, there is 
Sfrom military aircraft flying over the Gulf of Mexico could be 

iture stratified layers of air.  

area. This means that, with respect to probable damage from the 
ie areas may experience tremors, with only minor damage, such as 
eather events, such as hurricanes and tornadoes, pose 
Ian do earthquakes.
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The severity of an earthquake is expressi 
Mercalli Intensity Scale. The magnitude c 

the amount of seismic energy released bi 
earthquake waves recorded by seismormT 
such as 5.1 or 7.2, with larger earthquak 

assess damage; the Modified Mercalli Int 

The intensity of an earthquake -- express 
-- is based on observed effects of ground 
range from MM I to MM XII. MM I is defi 
favorable conditions. A mid-range value ( 
heavy furniture moved; a few instances 
destruction, and is defined as: damage t( 
distorted. While the MM scale is an arbiti 
meaningful measure of severity to a non

The energy released by an earthquake tri 
Seismic waves of energy passing througl 
rocks. One result of this is that the seisrr 
and a water level recorder installed on th 
As the water level changes, a record is p 
Geological Survey has an instrumented o 
earthquakes. It has recorded several of ti 
the effect the great 1964 Alaskan earthq 
located north of Lake Butler, Union Coun 

Table 2. A listing of known earthquakes 
estimated epicenters and intensities. Cor 

October 29, 1727: Unofficial sources reported a sevei 

record has not been located. New England had a save, 

Martinique, in the Caribbean, on the same day.
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.d by two different methods: the Richter Scale and the Modified 
f an earthquake -- expressed by the Richter Scale -- is related to 
, the earthquake. The Richter Scale is based on the amplitude of 
ters. Richter values are given as whole numbers and decimals, 
es assigned larger numbers. The Richter Scale is not used to 
,nsity Scale was devised to do this.  

ad by the Modified Mercalli Intensity Scale (usually written as MM) 
shaking on people, buildings, and natural features. Values of MM 
ied as: not felt except by a very few people under especially 
if MM VI is: damage slight; felt by all; many frightened; some 
of fallen plaster. A value of MM XIl represents catastrophic 
tal; objects thrown into the air; lines of sight and level are 
ary ranking based on personal observations, it does provide a 
scientist, because it refers to effects actually experienced.  

vels as seismic waves through the earth and along the surface.  
I rock strata cause alternate expansion and compression of the 
ic waves can cause the water level to fluctuate in a cased well, 
a well can, under special conditions, act as a crude seismograph.  
reserved of the earthquake, as on a real seismogram. The Florida 
3servation water well which is sensitive to some of the larger 
ie world's major earthquakes (Figures 34and 35). Figure 36 shows 
uake had on another instrumented observation water well that was 
ty, Florida.  

ind "tremors" felt in Florida, from 1727 through 1991, with 
ipiled from Campbell (1943) and accounts from local newspapers.  

a quake, of intensity MM VI (Modified Mercalli VI), in St. Augustine, but the original 
e shock about 10:40 a.m. on this date, and a quake was reported on the island of

February 6, 1780: Pensacola felt a tremor described as "mild."

May 8, 1781: Pensacola suffered a "severe" tremor tl at shook ammunition racks from barrack walls, levelled houses, but no fatalities.

February 8, 1843: Earthquake in West Indies, felt in United States, intensity unknown.

January 12, 1879: Earthquake felt through north and central Florida bounded by a line drawn from Fort Myers to Daytona on the south, to a 

line drawn from Tallahassee to Savannah, Georgia, on the north, an area of about 25,000 square miles. Intensity MM VI near Gainesville.

January 22-23, 1880: Earthquake in Cuba of intensity MM VII, about 1,20 miles east of Havana. It was also felt in Florida.

January 27, 1880: Several shocks of intensity MM VI 

Abajo, about 80 miles west of Havana, Cuba.

to MM VIII were felt in Key West resulting from a disastrous earthquake at Vuelta

August 31, 1886: The great earthquake in Charleston South Carolina, MM X. This quake was felt all over north Florida, with an estimated 
intensity of MM V to MM VI. Church bells rang in St. Augustine, and severe shocks were felt along the east coast. Quake effects were felt in

Tampa.

September 1-9, 1886: Jacksonville felt more aftershocks of intensity about MM IV from the Charleston quake.
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November 5, 1886: Jacksonville felt another aftershoo 

June 20, 1893: Jacksonville felt a tremor at 10:07 p.' 

October 31, 1900: U.S. Coast & Geodetic Survey rec, 

January 23, 1903: Shock of intensity MM VI felt at S 

June 12, 1912: Strong shock of unknown intensity fe 

June 20, 1912: Shock of intensity MM V felt at Sava, 

Florida.  

1930, exact date unknown: An earth tremor was felt 
be from an earthquake, but some persons believed it 

Estimated intensity at Marco Island was MM V.  

November 13, 1935: Two short tremors were felt at I 

Anastasia Island. Estimated intensity at Palatka was h 

January 19, 1942: Several shocks felt on south coasi 

Estimated intensity was about MM IV.  

January 5, 1945: About 10 a.m. windows shook violi 

December 22, 1945: Shock felt in the Miami Beach-H 

November 8, 1948: A sudden jar, accompanied by so 

Myers.  

November 18, 1952: Windows and doors were rattle( 

March 26, 1953: Two shocks estimated as MM IV w.  

October 27, 1973: Shock felt in central east coastal 

intensity MM V.  

December 4, 1975: Shock felt in Daytona and Orland 

January 13, 1978: Two shocks reported by residents 
apart and each lasted about 15 seconds, shaking doo 

damage were reported.  

November 13, 1978: Tremor felt in parts of northwe, 

the Atlantic Ocean.  

December 1978 through January 1991: No tremors r 

Historical Note: Florida had many military training bea 
1944, some of these training facilities conducted r 
Highlands and Polk Counties, in central peninsular I 

must I
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.k from the Charleston quake.  

n. of estimated intensity MM IV.  

)rded a local shock of MM V at Jacksonville.  

ivannah, Georgia, and effects also felt in Florida.  

It at Savannah, Georgia; also felt in Florida.  

inah, Georgia; probably associated with the above quake of June 12. It was also felt in 

Dver a wide area in central Florida near LaBelle, Fort Myers, and Marco Island. Thought to 
vas tremendous explosions, though no explosions were known to have been detonated.  

'alatka in the early morning. The second shock was felt at St. Augustine and on nearby 

IM IV or MM V.  

of Florida, with some shocks felt near Lake Okeechobee and in the Fort Myers area.  

intly in the DeLand courthouse, Volusia County.  

Allywood area at 11:25 a.m. Intensity was MM I to MM Ill.  

inds like distant explosions, rattled doors and windows on Captiva Island, west of Fort 

I by a slight tremor at Quincy, about 20 miles northwest of Tallahassee.  

ire felt in the Orlando area.  

rea of Seminole, Volusia, Orange, and Brevard Counties, at 1:21 a.m., maximum 

areas at 6:57 a.m., maximum intensity MM IV.  

in eastern part of Polk County, south of Haines City. Tremors were about one minute 
-s and rattling windows. The tremors occurred between 4:10 and 4:20 p.m. No injuries or 

t Florida, near Lake City. Seismic station at Americus, Georgia, estimated it originated in 

)ported by Gainesville seismographic station.  

es during World War II, including the U.S. Army Air Force. From the period 1942 through 
iassive "bombing raids," using live bombs, at the Avon Park Bombing Range, located in 
lorida. Although these operations were secret, they were on such huge scales that they 

a;ve felt like earthquakes to local residents.
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GLOBAL, WARMING AND SEA LEVEL RISE

The shoreline is a dynamic system. Sand 
islands, spits, bars, and dunes change sh 

the dynamic natural process.  

Adjustment of the system to changing nr 
have a good or bad connotation until hun 
Florida has almost 9,000 miles of detailei 

of Mexico. The majority of this shoreline 

Large portions of the Florida coastline air( 
front cities such as Miami. There is inten! 
property from shoreline erosion. Unfortur 
temporary, and all too often only accomp 

Devices such as sea walls and groins ma 
also typically multiply as adjacent proper1 
Beach renourishment is an expensive, ter 
if the sand sources are located properly,, 
source of sand for the shoreline's sand tr 

Evidence is accumulating that indicates a 
level rise along most of the world's coasi 
shows that the Earth's climate has under 
the warm-to-cold climatic changes creatE 
quantities of water were removi~d from ti 
glaciers, replenishing the oceans, and cai 

The present warming may be another of 
however, suggests that human activities 
Earth's atmosphere, thereby accelerating 
responsible for this warming is the green 
carbon dioxide, methane, and several ot1 
radiant heat and retain it in the atmosph( 
amounts of these gases are being injecte 

Because Florida has such an extended cc 
coast, any rise in sea level poses a threa 
25 feet above present level. Great chang 
Okeechobee. As sea level gradually rises 
Everglades, and Big Cypress Swamp regi 
will invade many miles inland, creating si 
present coasts. The mouths of rivers will 
rise of 25 feet in sea level some of these 

Figure 16 shows the effects of a 150-fei

is constantly being moved around by wind and waves. Shorelines, 
ape, move, grow, or diminish in size or even disappear as part of 

tural conditions, in the form of erosion and deposition, does not 
ians place structures and fixed property lines along the shoreline.  

tidal shoreline, exposed to either the Atlantic Ocean or the Gulf 

is eroding or stable; only a small portion is growing.  

developed. Development ranges from weekend cabins to ocean
;e pressure from property owners and city officials to protect 
ately, protection of improperly placed structures is expensive, 

lished at the expense of the beach system.  

! protect structures, but do so at the expense of the beach. They 
y owners undertake similar projects to protect their property.  
iporary solution, but it has the advantage of not increasing erosion 
ind it preserves the beach both as a recreational area and as a 

ansport system.  

trend of global climatic warming, which may be the prelude to sea 
lines. The geological record, from the Precambrian to the present, 

gone many fluctuations from warmer-to-colder-to-warmer. Some of 
d extensive glaciations accompanied by drops in sea level, as great 
ie world's oceans. A return to warmer climates melted the 
ised sea level to rise.  

Earth's natural climatic oscillations. Considerable evidence, 
and industrial pollutants are changing the composition of the 
or triggering the warming. The mechanism thought to be 
5ouse effect. The greenhouse effect is caused by small amounts of 
er trace gases in the atmosphere. These gases absorb the sun's 
re, raising the temperature, as in a greenhouse. Increasing 

d into the atmosphere, raising its temperature.  

astline, and since so many major population centers are near the 
:. Figure 37 shows the changes in Florida if sea level rose 15 and 
as would occur in south Florida, extending north of Lake 
the higher ridges will become islands, and the Keys, the 

Dns will be under a shallow sea. The Atlantic and Gulf coastlines 

iccessive strings of barrier islands, such as now exist along the 
retreat miles inland, creating shallow bays and estuaries. With a

new bays will nearly cut the panhandle into several segments.  

-t rise in sea level, which occurred during the Pleistocene Epoch.
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CHAPTER 8 

WASTE DISPOSAL

Kenneth M. Campbell P.G. 192

Waste disposal in Florida falls into mainl, 
of domestic and municipal waste genera 
consideration in siting landfills is isolatioi 
decades ago, early landfilling practices If 
resources (Figure 38). Some of the rain 1 
contaminants from the waste which thei 
use impermeable liners and drainage sys 
and 40). Ideally, landfill sites should be I 
confining beds and away from areas whi 
account for significant quantities of solic 

Deep well injection is used to dispose of 
plants at selected sites throughout the s 
below the base of the potable aquifers a 
confining beds.

( two categories: landfills and deep well injection. The vast majority 
:ed in Florida is disposed of in landfills. The primary environmental 
i of the landfill from adjacent aquifers and surface waters. Several 
ft much to be desired, in terms of adequate protection of water 
hat falls on a landfill site percolates through the soil cover, leaching 
i may pollute adjacent water resources. Modern landfills now often 
:ems to intercept leachate for subsequent treatment (Figures 39 
,laced where the aquifers are protected by natural impermeable 
eh recharge the aquifers. Recycling and incineration will probably 
waste disposal in the future.  

industrial waste water and treated water from sewage treatment 
:ate. These materials are injected into saline ground-water at depths 
id in rock units that are separated from the aquifers by thick

CHAPTER 9

ENVIRONMENTAL GEOLOGY AND FLORIDA'S FUTURE

Ed Lane P.G. 141

£ýeology documents the past,

monitors the present, 

and predicts the future.

The truth of that statement is attested to by the preceding text, which has covered past, present, and some

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/GY4155/sp35/Fgs35.HTM
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possible future aspects of Florida's geolo! 
deal of pertinence in land use planning, r( 

decision-making processes in these matte 
geological hazards, and waste disposal. II 

usually long-term consequences for citize

Page 38 of 51 

jical history. Knowledge of Florida's geological history has a great 
isource management, and conservation practices. Crucial to the 
rs is knowledge about mineral and water resources, landforms, 
I-advised choices about any of these matters can have dire, and 
ns of a nation, state, region, or city.

Florida's environment and geology are inr!timately related. The state's rocks and minerals have, through the 

processes of weathering, erosion, and deposition, formed the soils and landforms that constitute the 

present environment which supports the plants and animals that inhabit Florida.

An understanding of Florida's environmer 
interest and concern has developed throu 
the environment, its relationship to the si 
Also, Florida's phenomenal population gri 
make it the country's third most populou: 
stresses on the environment due to the d 
and waste disposal.  

Florida's environment is directly influenc: 
characterized as a relatively thin, surficia 
limestone, and sand and gravel aquifer si 
intimately related to local geology and vw 

aquifer by rainwater and any entrained c( 

Urbanization increases the types anc 
concentrate runoff so that the natural fil 
ground-water quality due to urbanizatio 

petroleum storage tanks, drainage w( 
regibnal geology is essential in planning 

and con

Campbell, R.B., 1943. Earthquakes 
1, March, p. 1-4.

t has become a major focal point of public policy. In part, this 
gh increased public awareness of the fragility and importance of 

ate's economy, and its effect on the quality of life and health.  
)wth, as many as 900 new residents each day, is projected to 

state by the year 2000. Such rapid growth places unusual 
;mands of energy, construction, transportation, water supplies, 

d by its surface and near-surface geology, which can be 
veneer of sand, silt, and clayey sand overlying extensive 

'stems. Karst phenomena, ubiquitous throughout Florida, are 
iter resources. Karstification provides easy, and rapid, access to an 
intaminants.  

I amounts of contaminants to an aquifer. Pavements and roofs 
tering action of the soil is bypassed. Additional potential threats to 
i include improperly installed septic tanks and drain fields, leaking 
Ils, and improper landfilling practices. A knowledge of local and 
for environmental safeguards while wisely managing, developing, 
3erving Florida's natural resources.  
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aquifer - a zone below the Earth's surface capable of producing water in useful quantities, as from a well.

basalt - a dark-colored, fine-grained ignec 

the Earth.

us rock formed from molten rock that flowed onto the surface of

basement rocks or basement - refers to very deep, ancient rocks that underlie the continents and oceans.

basin - a large area that sank faster than 

thickness of sediments was deposited.

surrounding areas during geologic time and in which a greater

brachiopods - marine invertebrate animals in which the soft parts are enclosed by two shells, called valves.

bryozoa - tiny marine animals that build colonies with their calcareous shells.

calcareous - containing or primarily made of the mineral calcite (calcium carbonate, CaC0 3 ).

confined aquifer - a zone of subsurface v 
above and below it having low permeabil 
an artesian aquifer.  

coral - tiny, bottom-dwelling, marine anir 
The colonies they create with their skele 
the Australian Great Barrier Reef, and mr 

crinoids - a marine animal consisting of E 
arms, an elongate, jointed stem, and a rc 

arms float.

rater-bearing rocks that contain water under pressure due to zones 

ity, which restrict the flow of water into and out of it. Also called 

ials that secrete external skeletons of calcium carbonate (calcite).  
:ons can make enormous reef-complexes, such as the Florida Keys, 

ny coral islands in the Pacific Ocean.  

cup or "head" containing the vital organs, numerous radiating 
ot-like attachment to the sea bottom while the body, stem, and

era - a large division of geologic time cornsisting of two or more geologic periods.

erosion - the natural processes of weathqering, disintegration, dissolving, and removal and transportation of 

rock and earth material, mainly by water and wind, as well as by ice.

exotic terrain - a terrain that has undergo 
to which it is accreted. Florida could be 

continent, since it is thought to have oni 

fault - a break in the Earth's rocks along 
vary from inches to miles.

ine significant motion or travel with respect to the stable continent 
-onsidered an exotic terrain with respect to the North American 

:e been part of northwestern Africa.  

which there has been displacement of the rocks. Displacement may

floodplain - land next to a river that is flooded during high-water flow.

foraminifera - tiny, one-celled, mostly mr 
them of cemented sand grains. They o0c 
certain limestone rocks in Florida and oti 

fossil - remains or traces of prehistoric a 

bones, carbon films, petrified wood, she

irine animals which secrete shells of calcium carbonate or build 

ýur in such quantities that their fossil shells compose almost all of 

ier places in the world.  

nimals or plants. The most common types of fossils consist of 

Ils, molds, or casts.

granite - a light-colored, coarse-grained igneous rock formed from magma that cooled below Earth's

http://www.clas.ufl.edu/users/guerry/qLY4155/sp35/Fgs 3 5.HTM
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groin - a shore-protection structure that 
sheet metal.  

karst - a type of terrain characterized by 
and underground drainage systems. Suc 

lava - molten rock that flows onto the st 

magma - molten rock generated within t 

marine - refers to sea water, to sedimen 
opposed to fresh water.  

mollusks - invertebrate animals, includini 
oysters, mussels, scallops; squids, octoe 

paleontology - the science that deals wil 

period - one unit of geologic time into w 

permeability - the measure of a porous n 

potable water - water of drinkable qualit 

potentiometric surface - an imaginary su 
a well due to the natural pressure in the 

precipitate - the process whereby solids 
of salt were created when ancient seas 

rift or rifting - refers to the breaking apai 

saline - salty; sea water or water nearly 

sandstone - a type of rock made of sanc 

seismic - pertaining to Earth vibrations o 
earthquakes or exploding dynamite.  

shale - a rock made of clay particles cen 
slabs.  

siliciclastic - pertaining to clastic, non-cE 
forms of quartz or as silicates. Examples 

siltstone - a rock made of silt-size partic 

sinkhole - a funnel-shaped depression in 
by solution. May also form by collapse c
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3rojects away from shore, usually made of rocks, wood pilings, or 

sinkholes, caves, disappearing streams, springs, rolling topography 
i terrain is created by ground water dissolving limestone.  

irface from a volcano or fissure.  

ie Earth.  

:s deposited in sea water, or to animals that live in the sea, as 

I a variety of marine, fresh-water and terrestrial snails; clams, 
iuses, pearly nautilus, as well as the many extinct varieties.  

h life of past geological ages, based on the study of fossils.  

iich Earth history is divided. A period is a subdivision of an era.  

taterial's ability to allow fluids or gases to pass through its pores.  

t.  

,face defined by the level to which water in an aquifer would rise in 
rocks.  

are left behind when liquids evaporate. For example, vast deposits 
,vaporated.  

t of continental plates.  

as salty.  

grains cemented together.  

to equipment or methods of creating Earth vibrations, such as 

ented together and which usually can be made to split into thin 

rbonate rocks that are almost exclusively silicon-bearing, either as 
of Florida siliciclastics are loose quartz sands, silts, or clays.  

es cemented together.  

the land surface that connects with a subterranean passage 
f a cavern roof. Also called doline.
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spreading center - a fissure separating co 

subduction - the geologic process wheret 
consumed in the Earth's interior.  

suture - a line or mark of splitting open oi 
masses collide and merge.  

swale - a shallow depression in the land',, 

tectonic - pertaining to the rock structure 
crust.  

test - a hard covering or supporting struc 

transpiration - part of the life process of 1 
atmosphere.  

unconformity - a surface of erosion or no 
from older rocks. It represents a missing 

water table - the upper surface of the zo

Page 42 of 51 

itinental plates, created when the plates move apart.  

y one continental plate slides under another and is gradually 

of joining together, such as where parts of two continental 

surface which may be filled with water.  

s and external forms resulting from the deformation of the Earth's 

.ure of some invertebrate animals; a shell.  

ilants by which water vapor escapes from leaves and enters the 

i-deposition, usually the former, that separates younger strata 
;pan of time from the rock record.  

ne of saturation under unconfined conditions; water in the rocks is 
at atmospheric pressure.
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CAPTIONS FOR MAIN FIGURES

Figure 1. Relative age dating and cor 
microscopic animals, called foramini 
occurrence in rocks throughout the s 
found. Photographs by Frank R. Rul 

Figure 2. Standard geologic column i 
world over. The notation mvya, here a 

Figure 3. Geologic map of Florida sh 
(after Rupert, 1989). See Figure 9 foi 

Figure 4. Radioactive age dating and 
and uranium, spontaneously disinteg 
radioactive element disintegrates is u 
been determined by scientists. Decay 
required for one-half of the radioacti 
change into a new element. For exam 
to form the stable element lead-207.I 
in rocks, geologists can calculate the 
elements in minerals from rocks all c 
ages, in years, to the standard geolog 
scientists calculate the Earth is aboul 

Figure 5. Seven large plates account 
centers are shown in red. Arrows inm 
to be stationary. Several smaller plat 
sources.  

Figure 6a. Pattern of ages of North A 
for over 200 million years and is still

relation between rock units using fossils. The three species of 
!era, occur in Florida rocks of different ages. Their 
:ate indicate the relative ages of the strata in which they are 
,ert.  

nd time scale. The systemic divisions are applicable the 
nd throughout the text, means: million years ago.  

)wing the locations of rocks that occur at or near the surface 
detailed stratigraphic column.  

the age of the Earth. Radioactive elements, such as thorium 
rate to form new elements. The rate at which each 
nique to that element, and each element's decay rate has 
rates are given in terms of half-life, in years. This is the time 
ve atoms initially present in an element to disintegrate and 
ple, uranium-235, with a half-life of 713 million years, decays 
ly carefully measuring the amounts of radioactive elements 
iges of rocks. With the results of studies of radioactive 
ver the world, geologists havebeen able to assign absolute 
ic column in Figure 2. Based on radioactive dating techniques 
4.5 billion years old.  

ror most of the Earth's surface. Plate margins and spreading 
icate relative plate motions, with the African plate assumed 
es are also shown. Much simplified and compiied from many 

tlantic oceanic crust. The Atlantic Ocean has been opening 
widening at the rate of a few centimeters per year. Cross
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section A-B is Figure 6b (modified from: Thackray, 1980).  

Figure 6b. West-to-east cross section showing basic aspects of plate tectonics and sea-floor 
spreading: (1) up-welling convection currents of molten mantle rock split the continental crusts 
apart, creating rifts and exuding new oceanic crust (2); oceanic crust travels away from spreading 
center (3); moving the lighter continental plate (4) with it. Transform faults are created by uneven 
tensional and compressional forces oii the crust (modified from: Thackray, 1980).  

Figure 7. Rock types of the Florida batsement. These deeper, older rocks are found only several 
thousand feet below the surface. Compiled by Jonathan D. Arthur.  

Figure 8a. The universal land-mass l angea about 230 million years (mya). Future-Florida is 
shown in red. Figures 8a-8e after: Die~tz and Holden, 1972.  

Figure 8b. Detail of Figure 8a, showing fit of Africa and North America. Dashed line 
approximates 6,000-feet depth contour line.  

Figure 8c. Triassic period, about 195 mya. Atlantic Ocean has begun to open. Plate boundaries in 

red; arrows show direction of plate drift.  

Figure 8d. Jurassic period, about 140 mya. South Atlantic Ocean has begun to open.  

Figure 8e. Cretaceous period, about 65 mya. All present oceans have opened. India is on its way to 
collide with Asia and create the Him layan Mountains, and future-Florida drifts toward its 
present location.  

Figure 9. Cenozoic Era stratigraphic column showing the formations that occur in Florida.  

Figure 10. Sea level changes during t be Cenozoic Era (after Haq et al., 1987).  

Figure 11. Oblique view of the Florida Platform and Florida Escarpment, showing the islands of 
the Florida Keys fringing its southern rim. The part above present sea level is Florida (Lane, 
1986a).  

Figure 12. Through Oligocene time tie Florida Platform was a shallow, marine limestone bank 
environment. Currents through the ( ulf Trough diverted sands, silts, and clays that were eroding 
off the Appalachian Mountains to the north.  

Figure 13. Siliciclastic sediments had filled the Gulf Trough by Miocene time and encroached 
down the peninsula, covering the limestone environments.  

Figure 14. Hawthorn Group phosphatic sediments at or near the surface. Where this occurs, the 
possibility of radon problems exist.  

Figure 15. Major geologic structural elements of Florida.  

Figure 16. Pleistocene shorelines in Florida. Illustration by Frank R. Rupert.  

Figure 17. Major topographic features formed or shaped by Pleistocene seas. Illustration by 
Frank R. Rupert.
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Figure 18. Pleistocene mammoth (Olsen, 1959; drawn by Andrew Janson).

Figure 19. Florida saber-tooth tiger a 
Janson).

nd Pleistocene horses (Olsen, 1959; drawn by Andrew

Figure 20. Pleistocene mastodon (Olsen, 1959; drawn by Andrew Janson).

Figure 21. Giant sloth (Megatherium) 
Andrew Janson).

and Glyptodont (foreground) (Olsen, 1959; drawn by

Figure 22. Generalized map of mineral mining areas in Florida. Compiled by Steven Spencer.

Figure 23. Suction dredge method of ýand and gravel mining. FGS photograph.

Figure 24. Open pit limestone quarry 
the portable crusher; and the crushei 
photograph.  

Figure 25. Generalized cross section 
Curvature of beds is greatly exagger, 
the right, shows how oil and water, tl 
Producing wells bring up a mixture c 
wellhead (Lane, 1986b).

Bulldozer rips and stacks rock; the front-end loader feeds 
I rock is carried to the plant on the conveyor belt. FGS 

of oil production and brine injection in south Florida oil field.  
ted. The microscopic view of the porous reservoir rock, on 
tough immiscible, co-exist, coating and filling the voids.  
f oil, brine, and dissolved gas, which are separated near the

Figure 26a. South Florida oil field location map (after Lloyd, 1993).

Figure 26b. Generalized stratigraphi, 
Cretaceous. Oil production is from tl 
1993).

Figure 27a. North Florida oil field location map (after Lloyd, 1993).

Figure 27b. Generalized stratigraphi 
Cretaceous. Oil production is from ii 
Sandstone (after Lloyd, 1993).  

Figure 28. Graph of historical trend, 
(Lloyd, 1993).  

Figure 29. Hydrologic cycle: the cons 
waters. The diagram is highly simpli: 

Figure 30. Correlation chart showinj 
and confining units) to major stratigi 
all units may not be present at any gi 
Geological Society, 1986).  

Figure 31a. Relatively young karst la 
overburden with normal, integrated 
to develop in the limestone (Lane, 19

- column for south Florida, Upper Jurassic to Lower 
ie upper 100 feet of the Sunniland Formation (after Lloyd,

.- column for north Florida, Middle Jurassic to Lower 
tervals in the Smackover Formation and the Norphlet 

)f oil and gas production from Florida fields, 1943 to 1991 

tant movement of ground water, surface, and atmospheric 
ied (Lane, 1986b).  

the relationships of regional hydrogeological units (aquifers 
•aphic units in Florida. This is a generalized composite and 
yen location (Scott et al., 1991; modified from: Southeastern 

ndscape showing underlying limestone beds and sandy 
iurface drainage. Some solution features are just beginning 
16b).
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Figure 31b. Detail of Figure 31a showI ing early stages of karst formation. Limestone is relatively 
competent and uneroded. Chemical weathering is just beginning, with little internal circulation of 
water through the limestone. Swales, forming incipient sinkholes, act to concentrate recharge 
(Lane, 1986b).  

Figure 31c. Advanced karst landscapg. Original surface has been lowered by solution and erosion.  
Only major streams flow in surface chiannels and they may cease to flow in dry seasons. Some 
streams disappear down swallow holes and resurge to the surface further downstream. Swales and 
sinkholes capture most of the surface water and shunt it to the underground drainage system.  
Cavernous zones are well developed in the limestone (Lane, 1986b).  

Figure 31d. Detail of Figure 31c show ing advanced stage of karst formation. Limestone has well 
developed interconnected passages that form an underground drainage system, which captures 
much or all of prior surface drainage. Overburden has collapsed into cavities forming swales or 
sinkholes. Caves may form. Land surface has been lowered due to loss of sand into the limestone's 
voids. Wakulla Springs, Silver Sprin s, and Rainbow Springs are just three examples of 
cavernous underwater springs that occur in Florida (Lane, 1986b).  

Figure 32. Aerial photograph of the FPitt landslide, April 2, 1948, in Gadsden County (T3N, R5W, 
sec 32dc). Photograph by Tallahassee Aircraft Corporation (Rupert, 1990).  

Figure 33. Photograph looking southwest at the scarp of the Pitt landslide. Note people at upper 
right. Photograph by R.O. Vernon, April 5, 1948 (Rupert, 1990).  

Figure 34. The Colombian earthquakle of December 12, 1979, Richter magnitude 7.9, killed at least 
600 people. It caused the water level n the Florida Geological Survey's observation well to 
fluctuate 10.8 inches (Lane, 1991).  

Figure 35. A magnitude 7.7 quake hit the central part of the main Philippine island of Luzon, 
north of Manila, on July 16, 1990. It .aused about 1.8 inches of water level change in the Florida 
Geological Survey's observation well. This is the first known earthquake recorded by this well 
that occurred such a great distance from Florida, some 13,000 miles across the Pacific Ocean. This 
demonstrates the awesome amounts (if energy released by major earthquakes. After traveling 
half-way around the world, this quake's seismic waves still had enough energy to cause nearly two 
inches of water level fluctuation in the Floridan aquifer system (Lane, 1991).  

Figure 36. The Good Friday earthquike that struck Alaska on March 27, 1964, registered 8.4 on 
the Richter scale, and was the largest! instrumentally recorded earthquake ever to strike the North 
American continent. It caused this water level recorder's pen to go off-scale, in both directions, a 
water level fluctuation of over 10 feet in the well. The major shock and the aftershocks caused the 
water level to fluctuate for more than two hours. This record is from a monitor well located north 
of Lake Butler, Union County, Florida (Lane, 1991).  

Figure 37. Coastal changes around Florida if sea level should rise 15 and 25 feet above present.  

Figure 38. The old way of garbage and trash disposal: unsegregated refuse dumped in an unh.ned 
pit, compacted, covered with a few inches of dirt, and forgotten. Photograph by Ed Lane.  

Figure 39. A new cell being prepared[ at the Marion County landfill, showing plastic liner on left 
and rear walls. The liner has been covered with sand on the other walls for protection. Note the six
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leachate collection pipes on the left w: 
background (from Lane and Hoenstih 

Figure 40. Generalized cross section ( 

Hoenstine, 1991).

Page 49 of 51 

tll and the 30,000-gallon leachate holding tank in the left 
ie, 1991).  

f new cell at the Marion County landfill (from Lane and

CAPTIONS FOR SMALL I1 LOS AT UPPER RIGHT CHAPTER MASTHEADS

(page numbers refer to page illo appeared on in original SP-35)

Ch. 1, p. 2: 

The Anastasia Formation, of Pleistoc 
coquina made of cemented marine fo& 

Ch. 2, p. 8: 

World about 50 million years in futui 
Significant changes occur in Central.  

Ch. 3, p. 11: 

Possible location of the Mesozoic sutt 
North America, formed by their colli 

Ch. 4, p. 26: 

This clay water bottle is a fine examp 
Thatcher Mound site, Hillsborough ( 

Ch. 5, p. 34:

-ne and Recent age, occurring along Florida's east coast, is a 
;sil debris and sand, X1 (Rupert, 1989).  

e (outlined), based on present plate movement rates.  
tmerica, and southern California approaches Alaska.  

re zone, the boundary between ancient Africa and ancient 
iion (Nelson et al., 1985).  

le of primitive man using Florida's mineral resources. From 
lounty, 1937. FGS photograph.

A pumping oil well in south Florida's Bear Island field. FGS photograph.

Ch. 6, p. 43: 

Porosity and permeability as shown I 
sand. "A" is porous and permeable v 
move freely. The porous sand in "B" 
material in pores, such as clay (Lane, 

Ch. 7, p. 47:

iy two examples of well sorted granular material, such as 
'ith clean, open and interconnected voids, allowing water to 
is impermeable to water flow due to retarding effect of fine 
1986b).

Sinkhole become a geologic hazard *¶hen they damage man's structures. FGS photograph.
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Ch. 8, p. 58: 

Drainage well in bottom of sinkhole c
1991).  

Ch. 9, p. 60: 

Responsible use of Florida's natural r 
exploitation. These beach houses risk 
Photograph by Ed Lane.

Lrries storm water directly to aquifer (Lane and Hoenstine, 

esources requires society to coexist without harmful 
lestruction because they were built too far onto the shore.

CAPTIONS FOR "FILLER" ILLOS

(page numbers refer to page illo appeared on in original SP-35)

p. vii, bottom: 

Periachus Iyelli, an extinct echinoid (s: 
Drawn by Frank Rupert, FGS.  

p. 1, sidebar: 

Colpocoryphe exsul fossil X6 

Florida's oldest fossil, an Ordovician age 
taken 4,628-feet deep in Madison Count' 

p. 7, bottom:

md dollar), found in the Avon Park Formation (Eocene, X1.  

450-million years old) trilobite recovered from an oil test well core 
(Rupert, 1989).

Miocene dugong (Hesperosiren cratagens•s) found in the Floridin Company Quincy mine in 1929. Now on 

display in the lobby of the Florida Geological Survey building, Tallahassee (Rupert, 1990).

p. 42, top: 

A "thumper," or vibroseis truck, produce! 
pounding the ground with the large plate

* environmentally safe seismic waves for oil exploration by 

in the center. FGS photograph.

CAPTIONS FOR PICTURES ON OUTSIDE BACK COVER
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Main caption at top:

WINTER PARK SINKHOLE 

May 8, 1981

upper left:

Early stage with water level about 100 f( 
photo. FGS file photograph.  

upper right: 

Several hours later, the house on the left 
background has just collapsed. FGS file p 

lower left: 

House has been swallowed and auto rep, 
Porsches and a truck-camper down slope 
Photograph by Thomas Scott, FGS.  

lower right: 

Aerial photograph after 5 days showing E 
Richard Deuerling, FGS.

et below surface. House in right foreground is same one in next 

has slid further down as sinkhole grows. City swimming pool in 
hotograph.  

iir shop in background has partially collapsed; note several 
Water level has risen to about 60 feet below land surface.  

inkhole about 350-feet wide and 60 feet to water. Photograph by
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